AUTONOMY AND INFORMATIONAL PRIVACY, OR GOSHP: THE CENTRAL MEANING OF THE FIRST AMENDMENT

By C. Edwin Baker

"Gossip is no longer the resource of the idle and of the vicious, but has become a trade..." 1

Book dedication: "To Vio Russo, in gratitude for much good conversation and great gossip..." 2

"I find that when I am gossipping about my friends as well as my enemies I am deeply conscious of performing a social duty; but that when I hear they gossip viciously about me, I am rightfullly filled with righteous indignation." 3

I. INTRODUCTION

My thesis is simple. The right of informational privacy, the great modern achievement often attributed to the classic Samuel Warren and Louis Brandeis article, "The Right to Privacy" (1890), 4 asserts an individual's right not to have private personal information circulated. Warren and Brandeis claimed that individual dignity in a modern society requires that people be able to keep their private lives to themselves and proposed that the common law should be understood to protect this dignity by making dissemination of private information a tort. As broadly stated, this right not to have private information distributed directly conflicts with a broadly conceived freedom of speech and of the press. My claim is that, in cases of conflict, the law should reject the Warren and Brandeis innovation. Speech and press freedom should prevail; the privacy tort

1 An earlier version of this essay was presented at Martha Nussbaum and David Strauss’s Law and Philosophy Workshop at the University of Chicago Law School in 2000. I thank the participants in that workshop, fellow contributors to this volume, Michael Madow, Diane Zimmerman, and the editors at Social Philosophy & Policy for helpful comments, questions, and encouragement.


3 Larry Gross, Contented Citizens (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1981), dedication page.


5 Warren and Brandeis, supra note 1, this article has been described as "perhaps the most famous and certainly the most influential law review article ever written." Melville B. Nimmer, "The Right of Publicity," Law and Contemporary Problems 19 (1954): 202, 203.
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should be ignored. This conclusion requires a normative argument concerning the appropriate basis and status of speech freedom that this essay will not really provide but for which I have argued elsewhere. Here, instead, I will describe that theory of speech freedom, explore its implications for informational privacy, and finally suggest some reasons to think that rejection of the privacy tort should not be so troubling and, in fact, pragmatically desirable.

The essay proceeds in the following way. Section II describes different possible informational privacy rights, identifying the one at stake in this essay. Section III describes two conceptions of autonomy, showing that both speech freedom and informational privacy serve the ultimately most important substantive conception which is characterized as “meaningful” autonomy. Section III argues, however, that the right of free speech is better seen as based on the other, “formal” conception of autonomy, and that this grounding implies overriding the legal protection of informational privacy recommended by Warren and Brandeis. Thus, Section IV describes various ways that the law could treat informational privacy, but recommends treatment consistent with the formal right of free speech. Section V argues that protection of speech freedom leaves many ways of serving informational privacy fully available. Speech freedom turns out to be fully compatible with prohibiting possibly the most common and important ways in which informational privacy is invaded. This discussion should relieve some of the anticipated resistance to my thesis. Finally, Sections VI and VII offer two pragmatic reasons to find the thesis acceptable. Section VI argues that the popular appeal of privacy may be to some significant degree misguided. Section VII argues that speech that invades privacy—speech that I illustrate with gossip but that also includes other forms of individual expression as well as media invasions of privacy—serves valuable functions that help make the constitutional status of free speech appealing and explicable. Thus, Sections V, VI, and VII together should make more plausible both the thesis of this essay and the formal conception of autonomy on which I claim the right of free speech is based.

II. INFORMATIONAL PRIVACY

Informational privacy involves (some) limitation on inspection, observation, and knowledge by others. The appropriate legal response to claims for informational privacy depends, of course, on the more specific content of the claims. Among other possibilities, informational privacy could re-

for one, or some combination, of the following: (1) inalienable private information, that is, categories of information that are not permissibly exposed to or held by anyone other than the original holder or, in the case of joint holders, possibly resulting from joint participation in a private activity, by any nonconceive; (2) control over initial disclosure of information; as an almost necessary corollary, this right implies the availability of a range of meaningful contexts in which private information can be created, discovered, or used in ways that do not necessarily result in any disclosure; or (3) control over further use and dissemination of (private) information after an initial disclosure, that is, a virtual property right in private information quite analogous to various intellectual property rights.\textsuperscript{a} Thus, informational privacy could refer at least to the following: information inalienability, discover control, and dissemination control. Of course, none of these three conceptions need be absolute. Sympathy for, or legal recognition of, dissemination control, for example, could vary depending on the circumstances of the initial disclosure. Different conclusions might follow if the disclosure occurred only after an agreement of no further disclosure (e.g., after a private request and an agreement among friends not to repeat what was said, or after a journalist's promise to a confidential source),\textsuperscript{a} or only as a result of legal compulsion (e.g., information found through trial discovery).\textsuperscript{a} Likewise, conclusions might vary if the initial disclosure occurred as a result of violation of the law (e.g., information initially obtained by trespass or illegal electronic eavesdropping),\textsuperscript{a} or only after an accidental betrayal of information (e.g., being unknowingly overheard), or as a result of practical necessity (e.g., having to traverse public space to get to work or to the hospital). In any event, it is possible that legal rules can recognize and address each of these varying circumstances under which a person might claim a right to control further dissemination.

The first of the three conceptions of informational privacy that I enumerated above—information inalienability—seems overly contrary to the individual agency of the person required to keep information private. For example, the U.S. military's "Don't ask, don't tell" policy prevents a gay male or lesbian from disclosing his or her homosexuality, thereby coercively creating a degree of information inalienability. Still, information inalienability might be thought in some contexts to serve a certain conception of) personhood, a decent society, or other values. If so, this service


\textsuperscript{b} Coben v. ConocoPhillips Co., 580 U.S. 863 (2011) (proponent may apply to newspaper for permission to publish information obtained through discovery).

\textsuperscript{c} Sande v. Simon, 191 U.S. 207 (1903) (newspaper can be ordered not to publish information obtained through discovery).

\textsuperscript{d} Barouki v. Terry, 332 U.S. 714 (1941).
could provide a rationale for this interpretation of informational privacy. Privacy would be, to some limited extent, indelible. This approach to privacy comes close to the premise behind child pornography laws, although that premise may be crucially affected by the added paternalistic assumption that children are not capable of giving appropriate consent to disclosure and that any parent or guardian who gives consent is not acting properly in the child’s interest.11 More obviously, a prohibition of public nudity that applies even where all people exposed to the nudity are consenting adults mandates a degree of inalienable privacy.12

If, as claimed here, a person has a right to disseminate private information about another person, surely she should have the same right to disseminate information about herself. An obviously essential individual power is the capacity to reveal or expose oneself, be it to one’s lover or to the world, at least to the extent that the person can find effective means to disseminate her verbal or pictorial self-portrait. If taken to its extreme, a regime of inalienable privacy would mandate

---

11 The Court relied upon concerns about a child’s participation in the making of child porn and with the availability of the paradigmatic record of the child’s participation to satisfy the law in New York v. Ferri, 448 U.S. 574 (1980), because that distinguish this case from Aschraft v. Pro-Swimsuit Guardians, 538 U.S. 214 (2002) (striking down prohibition of computer-created child porn in which no actual child was used).

12 Ranieri v. Grove Theater, Inc., 501 U.S. 561 (1991); City of Eric v. Pap’s A.M., 529 U.S. 277 (2000) (upholding bans on public nudity as applied to dancers in dance halls or adult establishments). Both cases generated strong dissent. The dissent distinguished public nudity before consenting adults, who might be considered to be voluntarily exposed by the nudity, and before explicitly consenting parties such as in a theater, where the state interest seems directed specifically at stopping expressive communication. (Elsewhere, I have suggested that in as vigorous opposition to the entertainment context, nudity should sometimes be protected even in relation to those who are offended. Baker v. Hater’s Liberty, supra note 5, at 133, 173–76, 308 n.27, 318 n.28; and C. Edwin Baker, “The Evening Hours During Off Hours: Squared Time,” Willamette Law Review 30 (1994): 45.)

The plurality in Pap’s A.M. attempted to meet the objection that the law aimed at suppressing communication by arguing that, instead, the state interest was related to preventing “secondary effects” that in effect are not dependent on whether anyone received the message and not involving any condemnation of the communicative exposure. The purported secondary effect would occur if people who may not even have received the communications come to the area and engage in activities that the state properly restrict, such as prostitution. Nevertheless, purported secondary effects have only forthrightly “zoning” the expression in a manner hoped to reduce these bad effects, which makes sense of the fact that secondary effects cases are analyzed much like “time, place, or manner” cases. No case prior to Pap’s A.M. used secondary effects analysis to uphold the expression, a point emphasized by the dissent. Arguably, the plurality in Pap’s A.M. only makes doctrinal sense if the complete ban on intentionally appearing in public in a “zone of nudity” was not a complete ban on the particular expression. The plurality argues this is no. The dissent could make the same communication, the plurality implied, because she could be almost naked, a view ridiculed by the dissent, which seemed analogous distinguish dancing nude from dancing with “pasties and G-string.” The plurality seems overly inconsistent with Cohen v. California, 402 U.S. 15 (1971), which emphasized not only that “the Constitution leaves matters of taste and style . . . largely to the individual” but also that the First Amendment protects the important expressive function of using a particular word. “Walk.” Cohen also noted that any law on the word’s use runs the danger of suppressing ideas.
invisibility, a social erasure practiced in some totalitarian countries and possibly the experience of many subordinated peoples.\textsuperscript{12} Any general policy of inalienability of private information is inconsistent with respect for autonomy or agency.\textsuperscript{13} However, this point plays little role in most theoretical discussions of informational privacy and will not be my concern here.

Largely because of its obvious potential to conflict directly with speech freedom, but also because it is often seen as the most important innovation of the Warren and Brandeis article and possibly the major development of the common law in the twentieth century, the third sense of informational privacy will be the focus of this essay; that is, this essay will focus on control over further dissemination once someone else holds one’s personal information. More specifically, my question is whether an adequate and appropriate legal response to informational privacy concerns should be limited mostly to maintaining or strengthening privacy in the second sense—control over initial disclosure and the maintenance of private spaces—and, in any event, should not extend to a more general, property-like claim to control others’ dissemination of private information about oneself. My thesis is that a person’s control over other people’s dissemination of private information about the person, purportedly recognized under the rubric of protecting privacy, should be rejected in any case where it would restrict freedom of speech or of the press as properly understood. But the complete story will be more complex, including caveats on when limitations on further dissemination are not contrary to First Amendment requirements.

To jump ahead, the direction of the argument for these caveats will be twofold. First, as opposed to the strong sense of information inalienability rejected above—for example, a person cannot appear nude, even in an enclosed public space—there is also a more limited notion of market inalienability.\textsuperscript{14} Some (not all) people who consider an absolute but on sodomy or on all sex outside of marriage as an outrageous affront to autonomy, consider a bar on prostitution (sex overtly for sale in the market) not to be so obviously impermissible. Likewise, laws that restrict one from selling certain information about oneself—market inalienability—may be desirable in some situations and are contrary neither to free speech nor to individual autonomy. For example, privacy may be properly served by barring Internet transactions in which, in exchange for access, payment, or other benefit, the Internet provider collects private information about the other party for largely unregu-

\textsuperscript{12} See Ralph Ellison, The Invisible Man (New York:random House, 1952).


\textsuperscript{14} Margaret Jane Radin, Contested Commodities (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1996), 18–20.
lated later uses. In contrast, these policy reasons would not apply if the computer user consciously and voluntarily exposed the information about herself with the intent that it be available for general use. Second, as for property-like control of private information, this control will sometimes be acceptable in specific contexts. Specifically, it may be proper to give a person the right to control collection, use, or dissemination of certain private information by commercial, nonmedia enterprises or government agencies. Crucial to such an argument will be the claim that in these contexts the parties regulated do not have an autonomy or other constitutional, speech-based claim at stake.

III. Two Conceptions of Autonomy

A. Meaningful autonomy

'Effective' or 'meaningful' individual agency or autonomy might be described, loosely, as a capacity (including the necessary opportunities) to lead a meaningfully self-authored life without unnecessary or inappropriate frustration by others. The precise formulation or definition of the term 'meaningful autonomy' is not a major concern here. Rather, my point is that any such notion is not an on/off variable but a matter of degree. A key function of social policy and of the legal order ought to be to create the conditions that enhance meaningful autonomy. Meaningful autonomy is also concrete; the concern is not with having maximum abstract freedom of choice but with having opportunities to make those choices one actually wants to make. Enhancing effective autonomy for one person will often impair it for another. Conflicts are inevitable. A legal order that provides one person with great wealth, for example, will normally advance her effective autonomy, though this often means someone else will have less wealth, with the consequence that the latter's effective autonomy will be restricted. Recognizing that one of two claimants has a right to a plot of land (or a bank account) will typically advance the winner's capacity to lead a self-authored life while having the opposite effect on the losing claimant.

Many, many things—education, John Rawls's primary goods, sensible environmental policies—including informational privacy, can serve effective individual agency. Elimination of "informational" privacy was a major evil imagined in George Orwell's 1984, a fictional horror not unlike what technology is rapidly making possible today. However, informational privacy is only one of many resources that can serve meaningful autonomy. To pick the key category of this essay, consider, for example, speech and information. Some have invoked as a central rationale for freedom of speech the premise that (effective) individual autonomy requires information and access to varying
viewpoints. For example, one person’s meaningful autonomy might be enhanced by knowledge about her spouse, whom she thought loved her but who does not, and who, is actually having an affair or is spending all of his time watching video porn, or is suffering in silence. The knowledge that potentially supports her self-authorship or effective autonomy potentially interferes with his informational privacy and his effective autonomy. In a world where the goal is to maximize, or fairly distribute, or provide appropriately conceived sorts of effective autonomy, the correct policy toward informational privacy would seldom be clear. Feminists, for instance, are among those who advocate more privacy in which appropriate forms of intimacy can flourish and yet also call for more exposure of people engaged in various forms of private abuse. The claim that meaningful autonomy requires privacy often involves assertions that for development, experimentation, and espouse, individuals need the capacity to shield themselves, at various times and places and in varying degrees, from exposure to the critical eyes of the world. A common assertion is that the public sphere depends on and is, in this sense, parasitic on the private sphere (and, many commentators go on to add, vice versa). Most public persons will need, and certainly will have needed while developing into adulthood, to be able to withdraw occasionally into a private realm. Lack of opportunities to be private or anonymous is injurious to individuality and allows for extreme social control. Increasingly, these assertions in behalf of informational privacy


13 This is similar to debroecker’s claim that private autonomy and public autonomy are conceptually, Bertrand de Broecker, Autonomy and Law, The Concept of Legal Autonomy (University of Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 234–235, 238. Individual autonomy is created by the exercise of public autonomy (the liberty of the sovereign), but the exercise of public autonomy requires autonomous individual rights holders. See infra note 115.

14 Long a subject of scientific utterance, this need for privacy in order to develop is a halluc dinner was the theme of two recent popular Hollywood movies, The Private Life (1998) and Ed (1999).

15 First Amendment doctrine recognizes the need for privacy, emphasizing the role that autonomy played in revolutionary pamphletting and, more generally, as a role in creating a willingness to engage in political activities. See NAACP v.突 1910, 253 U.S. 489 (1919) (First Amendment protects against state demand for disclosure of membership lists); Tinker v. Des Moines Co. School Board, 393 U.S. 503 (1969) (prior restraint on a high school newspaper is unconstitutional); Board v. Socialist Workers of America Campaign Committee, 496 U.S. 87 (1990) (socialist workers group has right to report the identity of campaign contributors); McIntyre v. Ohio Etex) (1995) (name reveal right dominates informational privacy considerations). See generally Seth E. Kagan, “Insight, Secrets, and Scarlet Letters: The Tension between Privacy and Disclosed in Constitutional Law,” University of Pennsylvania Law Review (1994), 1-14. Fifth Amendment limits on compelled disclosure might also be seen, in part, as protecting these interests.
seem to emphasize (and maybe only require) the second interpretation of privacy: individual control over whether and when to make publicly available information about oneself. Nothing about providing sufficient scope for a private sphere, sometimes understood as itself required by the First Amendment, necessarily implies any direct or overt restriction on freedom of speech.

Even this second sense of privacy, disclosure control, would be potentially problematic if there is a constitutional, presumably a First Amendment, right of access to information—a right said to serve individuals’ autonomy interests. This conflict with the First Amendment is avoided, however, by those theorists who see the point of the First Amendment differently, that is, as more a matter of freedom to say what one chooses than to have access to information. In this alternative view, which I subscribe to, access to both privately held and governmentally held information is not a free speech matter but, rather, a policy issue usefully served by devices such as legislatively sculpted freedom of information acts combined with a constitutionally protected free press. Often, but not always, compelled private disclosure could be required when the disclosure serves some plausible informational policy goal. In this view, when to compel, as well as when to forbid, government disclosure is properly decided on the basis of legislative or executive policy judgments rather than on the basis of a constitutional right of access to information. In any event, policy measures to protect informational privacy by securing rights to a shielded private sphere and to refuse to disclose information can contribute to meaningful autonomy. These rights do not conflict with speech freedom as conceived of in this essay.

Even if meaningful autonomy requires both access to some sorts of information about others and some capacity to limit disclosure, autonomy or agency is not robbed of value simply because a person does not possess all possible information or complete control over access to information about herself. Maximizing both access to information and the capacity to limit disclosure would be contradictory. Adding to one person’s privacy decreases another person’s information. The same informational privacy that contributes to one person’s meaningful autonomy can undermine that of another. It is exactly undesirable to try to maximize either access to information or privacy. Not only does a person not need either in maximal amounts, but meaningful autonomy probably does not require that a person always have any specifiable type of information about others available or about herself hidden.

20 See cases cited in note 19.
Still, both cloaking and making available particular categories of information may be valuable. Whether meaningful autonomy will be increased more by one or the other will characteristically vary not only among cultures and between various subgroups of a society, but also among different people within any subgroup or for the same person over time. These variations reflect the fact that both information availability and informational privacy relate to autonomy more as instrumental supports than as defining elements. Neither information nor privacy is itself, a self-authored activity (though the activity of disclosure or hiding can be). Rather, both information and privacy are resources that make people more capable of various meaningful or valuable self-authored choices. Typically a person has more power of self-authorship when she has more of both the privacy and the information that she values. In contrast, for this person, gaining more of the wrong sort of privacy or information is at best a diversion, and sometimes can be a burden that reduces her capacity for meaningful self-authorship. Given that obtaining more of privacy or information imposes costs of various sorts, both on the person gaining the resource and on others, and given that obtaining either resource will vary in significance, the socially ideal amount and type of informational privacy or information availability will be controversial and contexted.

2. Formal autonomy

The claim in the previous section is that both information (including privacy-invoking information) and informational privacy instrumentally support meaningful autonomy. However, a potentially controversial distinction can be made between ‘abstract autonomy’, or what I will often call ‘formal autonomy’, and ‘meaningful autonomy’, a distinction roughly equivalent to what Rawls called ‘liberty’ and the value or ‘worth of liberty.’ The law affirms the formal conception of autonomy to the extent that the law recognizes an agent’s legal right to choose what to do with herself and her property —more on this later. The law recognizes her dominance over her own mind and body, given the inherent constraints of the environment and given her lack of any right to interfere directly with another’s decisions about himself (and his property). This formal autonomy implies nothing about actual capacity, opportunity, or the availability of needed resources.

Although I will not defend them here, three claims about formal autonomy need to be noted. First, the legitimacy of the legal order may depend on the law respecting individuals’ (formal) autonomy. Second,
Unlike meaningful autonomy, which is always a goal that could be even better realized, the possibility exists for either uncoercing recognition of or respect for—that is, legal embodiment of—formal autonomy. Indeed, respect for formal autonomy provides the best basis for the constitutional (and absolute) status of free speech.  

Different theoretical accounts could be given for the status of formal autonomy. The account that I have found persuasive sees the legitimacy of the legal order as dependent on respecting people as equal and autonomous agents. Only such respect can sustain the claim that people have an obligation to obey the law. And such respect both requires democracy as the basis for collective, legal authority and constrains democracy so that it does not deny people's autonomy or equality, requirements that can be fleshed out in consequent theories of equality and liberty. 

In many respects, this view of two conceptions of autonomy repeats approaches that are relatively common in legal and political theory. The theory of criminal punishment that views legitimate punishment as limited by a principle of proportionality, but as extending no further than is beneficial for the collective welfare, embodies a formal conception of autonomy as a restraint and a more utilitarian element that controls within the bounds allowed by the constraint. Likewise, a common conception of morality is that it makes universal claims, while ethics is a comprehensive doctrine concerning the good for a group or an individual. The view, which I have elsewhere called a two-level theory, that ethics should
be determinative but only within the constraint of morality. described the relation that I claim here should apply between the two conceptions of autonomy. Basically, in each example, formal autonomy responds to what might be described as deontological claims, while descriptive or meaningful autonomy is more empirical or teleological.

The law respects formal autonomy to the extent that it meets two conditions. First, it must allocate ultimate control over a person's mind, body, and property to that person, except when that person would use her body or property to interfere with another's legitimate realm of decision-making control. Second, the law must not aim at eliminating or suppressing people's freedom to make decisions about behavior or values. These requirements have clear implications for speech, namely, that a person should be able to decide for herself what to say. These requirements, however, imply nothing about whether she will have the capability to say something, which would require, for example, knowledge of her part and which is more a matter of meaningful autonomy.

Obviously, legal recognition of formal autonomy (or liberty) is not necessarily absolute. A person could have autonomy in respect to some choices, could be free to say some things, and not other. This, as with meaningful autonomy, a person could have more or less formal autonomy. Nevertheless, formal autonomy is unlike meaningful autonomy, which conceptually could not be provided in any complete sense, and it is unlike either information availability or privacy, which may justifiably not be maximized (not only for cost reasons but also because of their diverse relation to meaningful autonomy). Decisions to impose direct legal limits on formal autonomy are not a necessary part of a legal order and should be especially troublesome. Such restrictions appear aimed at serving collective purposes by means of unnecessarily disrespects or forbidding self-authorship rather than, for example, by necessarily distributing inherently limited resources. Thus, laws aimed at restricting choice are unlike laws selecting among different distributions, which inevitably affect different people's meaningful autonomy differently but do not themselves restrict formal autonomy, that is, individuals' choices about themselves and their property.

Legal rules that limit liberty (or formal autonomy, as described here) are not a logically necessary part of a legal order, while legal rules that limit the value or "meaningfulness" of a person's liberty—and that limit it differently for different people—are inherent to any legal order. Roughly, the claim is that most laws distribute the right to make particular choices (e.g., property law) or protect (i.e., most criminal and much tort law) or help nourish (e.g., contract law) the distribution. These laws do not

---

11 He points merely inserted here, and the next three paragraphs are developed in Baker.
12 "Harms," supra note 5.
themselves increase or decrease the choices that can be made about the use of resources (although they may make it more likely that people will engage in productive activities that will increase possible choices). These laws do determine who gets to make a particular choice, but they do not prohibit the possibility of making the choice. If the distribution does not give a person the right to make a particular choice, there is someone else who could give it to her. Of course, laws allocating choices have huge consequences for the worth of liberty. They do not, however, themselves restrict liberty. Formal liberty or autonomy is a person’s right to make either choices that the law has allocated to that person or choices that the person can make once securing the consent of another person to whom the choice was previously allocated.

In contrast to these allocative or distributive laws are a second sort, which I label ‘general prohibitions’. These laws prohibit certain choices on the part of everyone: for example, no one can engage in sodomy, say bad things about the president or the country, eat pork, drink bourbon, or charge a higher price. These general prohibitions are directed at making some choices unavailable, which usually means they are directed at limiting formal autonomy. Moreover, unlike allocative rules, general prohibitions are not an (in)directly or logically required aspect of a legal order. Thus, a commitment to respect formal autonomy suggests the following possible general principle: do not allow general prohibitions even when a general prohibition predictably increases the worth of liberty to many people more than it decreases the worth of liberty to others. I have defended such a principle in those contexts where formal liberty seemed to be actually at stake, that is, where the general prohibition was properly seen as blocking valued exercises of autonomy as opposed to merely making certain choices intrinsically more difficult, which distribu-
tional rules regularly do. Thus, my reformulated general principle is: a state acts improperly when its aim is to suppress individual choice as a means of carrying out even the state’s good aims. This principle of liberty must be contrasted with the propriety of (sometimes) protecting a person’s chosen actions from interference by another, which recalls the distributive or allocative issue.

One additional characteristic of this description of respect for formal autonomy merits attention. This view centrally identifies the person with agency, with action, and with the possibility of choice. In a sense, this is an activity view of personhood: it favors a person’s activity of speech over the status of being unknown. This perspective accords, I think, with the view of Justice William J. Brennan, who, after asserting that “freedom of speech is itself an end,” went on to say that “freedom of speech is . . . intrinsic to individual dignity,” and who characterized “a democracy like [the United States]” as one “in which the autonomy of each individual is accorded equal and incommensurate respect.” 22 This would explain why

he concluded elsewhere that "freedom of expression is made inviolate by the First Amendment." 23 This identification of the person with activity is not the only one possible. Warren and Brandeis characterized the privacy that they defended as based on the principle of "an inviolate personality." 24 Both Brennan's and the conflicting Warren/Brandeis view characterize something as fundamental about the person that the law must respect, but they differ as to what that core aspect is.

Though in this essay my concern is primarily to explore the significance for informational privacy of a commitment to speech freedom, some comment on these (at least partially) conflicting views about what should be legally "inviolate" is warranted. Essentially, favoring "choice" over "personality" privileges a view of the fundamental aspect of personhood as activity rather than something static. To assert as basic a person's right to have a characterization of her personality unchallenged by others' expression is an assertion of power over others—in practice over their speech choices but in ambition over even their mental views. Though recognizing a person's legitimate interest in others' choices, the claim that a person should have this type of power over others seems very problematic. It is difficult to see why the legitimacy of a legal order would depend on its recognition of power over others. Certainly, it is not a power that a person would have in the absence of a legal grant. Thus, my premise will remain that formal autonomy of the sort described, which includes a person's choices about her own speech, is plausibly something that the legal order should treat as inviolate. In contrast, any notion of personality that includes control over others' speech is not a plausible candidate for treatment as inviolate. However, the latter view of personality still implicates often supremely important interests that merit various forms of incomplete legal as well as informal, customary support.

Whether or not formal autonomy as a conception of autonomy is appealing in general, if we narrow our gaze just to speech freedom it is clear that this kind of autonomy has the virtue that it could be, whether or not it should be, fully guaranteed. A person, whenever she is in a place where she has an unrestricted right to be, could be free to say whatever she wants. Of course, allocation rules will affect where (or when) a person can say particular things. Still, there is no category of "content" that a person necessarily must be prohibited from saying in order to authorize another person to make choices for herself, for example, whether or not to say the

24 Warren and Brandeis, supra note 1, at 205. Lillian E. VeLeer suggests that privacy is the equivalent of speech as a constitutive element of liberty; I had this to be a strange conception of liberty. It implies that liberty is not merely a power of choice about one's own action. Rather, it identifies liberty either with a state of affluence (i.e., the information is not known) or with power over other people's (i.e., they cannot speak what they know). The notion of liberty, however, may explain why, in her contribution to this volume, VeLeer does not find a compelling connection to people's speech choices in conflict with the First Amendment, a view that I find equally strange.
same thing, to say something else, or to say nothing. Censorship—i.e.,
prohibitions on people's choices to communicate particular content—
amounts to general prohibitions. It puts aside a preliminary theoretical
inquiry, presumably informed by why speech should be protected, or
identifying particular behavior as "speech" in a normatively or constitu-
tionally relevant sense. Critics of free speech absolutism almost always
miscalculate the absolutists' position by assuming that absolutists be-
lieve that the First Amendment protects every verbal or vocal act, a view
clearly repudiated by every prominent first Amendment absolutist. For
example, no prominent First Amendment absolutist of whom I am aware
ever defended First Amendment protection for perjury or commercial
speech. Rather, absolutists claim that properly protected speech choices
should not be suppressed on the basis of an instrumental balancing anal-
ysis of the sort that enamors the current Supreme Court majority.)

Of course, a formal autonomy speech right may not lead to much
meaningful autonomy (a speaker never has access to the resources (e.g.,
educational, informational, conceptual, experiential) that are needed to
have anything meaningful to say or the material resources that are nec-
ecessary to communicate with her intended audience. Still, many civil lib-
ernarians (including me) incline toward absolutely protecting this type of
formal autonomy against abridgment. Opponents of this position typi-
cally argue that such a principle should at best be a rule of thumb or a
rebuttable presumption. That is, they argue that the claim of formal au-
tonomy (or liberty) should be rejected when its recognition detracts se-
riously enough, as it sometimes does, from other people's meaningful
autonomy, or when it seriously interferes with a more egalitarian provi-
sion for meaningful autonomy. In the context of privacy concerns, the
opponents of absolutism might claim that speech freedom can detract
from meaningful autonomy by allowing one person to expose personal
information about another, and that this intrusion may justify limiting
speech freedom.

In contrast to formal autonomy-based speech rights, meaningful
autonomy-based, speech-related "interests" cannot be fully or abso-
lutely protected or served. This conclusion should be obvious from our
discussion, since provision of the same information that invades one
person's privacy (and undermines her meaningful autonomy) can affir-
atively serve someone else's meaningful autonomy. Both having in-
formation and having privacy are autonomy-based interests, but full
provision of one necessarily limits the other; privacy limits informa-
tion, sometimes access to information limits privacy. The conflict can
be resolved only by a decision, presumably a policy decision, that tries
to balance or accommodate the competing interests.

As noted, my purpose here is that the central justification for the
constitutional status of freedom of speech relates to a need for the law
to respect individual autonomy in the formal sense of protecting a
person's choice of what to say (or her choice to listen to a willing
speaker). An implication of this premise is that the constitutional status of speech is not centrally based on its instrumental contributions to meaningful autonomy. Of course, this premise does not deny that speech freedom sometimes makes extraordinarily valuable and in some ways unique instrumental contributions to meaningful autonomy. However, like many resources that make instrumental contributions, speech freedom’s instrumental contribution varies. Often, less emphasis on particular speech freedoms and more on other goods (e.g., privacy or equality) would arguably further a society’s instrumental or policy concerns better than does protecting speech. Almost always, however, there is the necessarily speculative empirical possibility that an instrumentally even better policy would pursue meaningful autonomy only by means that did not limit formal autonomy’s speech freedom. While instrumental contributions provide important reasons to value speech, they are a doubtful basis for giving it rule-like or constitutional protection. The instrumental contributions of speech are more like the contribution that many other factors make to meaningful autonomy. Certainly, anyone who reads the constitutional protection of speech as valuable for instrumental reasons must be constantly ready (except when convinced by role-utilitarian arguments to balance the interests served by speech freedom against other interests, including speech-related interests, served by particular restrictions of speech freedom).

IV. PRIVACY AND AUTONOMY IN LAW

I have argued that informational privacy can contribute to meaningful autonomy, and so can information that exposes private matters. Some degree of privacy may be an essential aspect of human dignity, although there is no reason to believe that privacy about any particular fact is essential. Cultures and individuals will vary in respect to the information that they find most important to keep private. Policy analysis should evaluate the significance of both informational privacy and information exposure in particular contexts. Policy makers can often choose which to favor, as illustrated by the trade-offs that generated the Privacy Act of 1974 as a statutory part of, and a limitation on, the Freedom of Information Act of 1966. Although these policy choices will be contested, their content should mostly reflect judgments about distribution, eff...
cency, and matters of cultural or collective self-definition. In any event, the

governing requirements of, and generally instrumental importance of, both information availability, and informational privacy, must

determine whether one or the other should presumably be a matter of social policy and not constitutional principle.

Nevertheless, sometimes favoring or disfavoring a particular version of informational privacy can be a constitutional matter. Consider, first, two

provisions of the U.S. Constitution that provide important protections of informational privacy. Protecting informational privacy is probably part of

the explanation for, and certainly one consequence of, the Fourth and Fifth Amendments. Specifically, the second conception of informational privacy described at the beginning of Section II—disclosure consent—is advanced when the Constitution limits searches and seizures (Fourth Amendment) or allows a person to refuse to be a witness against himself (Fifth Amendment). These amendments help protect initial disclosure against demands from a prying government, thereby helping to ensure a

person the seclusion needed for self-development.

Second, control over disclosure may be a significant aspect of First Amendment holdings protecting a person’s right of anonymity, although whether the First Amendment justification for protecting anonymity really involves a general concern with a person’s autonomous control over exposure of private information is doubtful. Often the justification involves anonymity’s instrumental effect of making speech acts less costly to the speaker and, hence, of preventing the loss of publicly available speech due to the “chilling effect” of exposure. The goal may not be informational privacy itself but, rather, having more speech and, as a result, more information within a marketplace of ideas. Alternatively, maybe anonymity involves merely a formal speech right not to say things, like one’s name, that one does not want to say. Again, such a right would have nothing to do with any constitutional concern with informational privacy. Either explanation might explain why the First Amendment sometimes protects a person’s choice not to identify himself while it


42 But compare Lewis’s observation concerning the need to determine whether the point of these amendments is to prevent intrusions, or to prevent assets to dignity-based informational privacy, or substitutively to limit government power or, presumably, some combination of these goals. Lawrence Lewis, Code and Other Laws of Cybernetics (New York: Basic Books, 1999), 16-30.


44 C. T. Ross, in The Right of Privacy (1986) reprinted citing studies that a child receiving AFOC breaks and a religious freedom exercise can stop the federal government from requiring an identification number in receipt of benefits, but suggesting that the child might have a right not to use the number himself. In a demonstration at Stanford University in 1990, participants decided to give the movement’s name, in support to requests by the authorities that the demonstrators identify themselves. This tactic was never an attempt to deceive nor a measure to hide (taking pictures were not discouraged) but a political statement of solidarity.
also protects other people's right to expose the person who wishes anonymity. That is, an anonymity right might be less about informational privacy and more about speech freedom. In fact, sometimes, anonymity can itself be part of a person's message, in which case any guarantee of speech freedom would require that the person be able to refrain from self-identification.

Sometimes a right not to disclose one's identity or other personal information obviously serves a person's instrumental need for a secluded expressive space in which to develop and to define herself. Consider recognition of an especially strong copyright in unpublished letters. At least when a person plans never to publish, the right is not easily justified by American copyright theory, in which the constitutionally permissible ground for copyright is to encourage the creation and public availability of useful writings. In contrast, the impulse to protect the contents of unpublished letters is quite understandable from the perspective of a person's interests in informational privacy. In any event, the conception of privacy as disclosure control is not the subject of this essay's critique of the third conception of informational privacy—control over dissemination. In fact, the possibility of strengthening control over initial disclosure provides a "reason to reduce objections to not recognizing control over further dissemination.

Alternatively, First Amendment rights might disfavor informational privacy by trumping some privacy-affirming policies. Consider two possible types of First Amendment claims. First are claims made in behalf of a right to know or to have access to information, even when this information might be considered private. Imagine, for example, a claim that the public and/or the media have a right to enter a prison in a manner that a prisoner views as infringing upon his already-infringed-upon privacy. Although in closely divided decisions the Supreme Court basically rejected this claim, certainly there is plausibility to the idea that there is a constitutional right to access some information that someone else considers private. Despite a legislative policy decision to protect minor victims of sex offenses against public exposure, a constitutionally based access claim prevailed when the press demanded the right to be present for a


45 U.S. Const., art. I, § 8 (Congress has power "to promote the progress of science and useful arts by securing for limited times to authors . . . the exclusive right to their respective writings . . ."). This "limited grant ... is intended to motivate the creative activity of authors ... The monopoly ... thus rewards the individual author in order to benefit the public." Harper & Row Publishers, Inc. v. Nation Enterprises, 471 U.S. 596 (1985) (quoting Sony Corp. of America v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417, 429, 427 (1984) (minority opinion)).

child-witness's testimony in a 1982 sexual misconduct case. So far the Supreme Court has recognized access claims only in cases involving the judicial process—essentially, access to the courtroom. Possibly the rationale is based less on the instrumentally valuable right to information than on a traditional liberty right to be present in the courtroom in order to observe the administration of public justice.

The second type of First Amendment claim is the limit on privacy policies that is central to this essay. Formal autonomy—or, more specifically, speech freedom—allows a person to say what she wants. This right, I claim, exists even when her speech causes harm, for example, even if the speech exposes information about another that the other wants to keep private.

Constitutional rights are often usefully viewed as trumps or side constraints. A privacy trump, such as a Fourth or Fifth Amendment right, requires the legal order to protect or favor privacy over certain forced information exposures. The claim here is the opposite that a First Amendment trump limits the ways that the law can protect privacy. The formal conception of autonomy centers on the agent being the final authority over decisions about herself or, in the case of speech, about her speech. This corresponds to the common conception that people should be free to say what they want and to listen to what someone else with a right to speak wants to disclose. The right exists even if, as is often the case (sometimes intentionally), her speech is instrumentally harmful to another. Moreover, respect for a person's expressive autonomy should mean that the person is free to listen and observe in places where she has a right to be and among people with whom she has a right to interact in order to learn more and then speak about it. If recognized as an aspect of freedom of speech, this autonomy-based speech right would mean that the law cannot protect privacy by limiting people's speech.

The argument for speech rights of media entities differs somewhat from the argument for individual speech rights. The arguments differ because institutional entities like press enterprises have no intrinsic autonomy claims. The constitutional status of media entities is better conceptualized as based on how their freedom instrumentally serves people's

3 See Frank S. Michelman, Business and Democracy (1979), at 12-14. There is generally no reason to think that the typical market-oriented, corporate media entity comprised of numerous pressured expressions is not the unified, autonomous voice of individuals involved in the enterprise individuals who, in no individual expressive rights terms because of some regulation of the collective entity. Still, the claim may help in the case of voluntary expressive associations organized around the participants' solidaristic aims, which is why the Supreme Court has treated their First Amendment claims more generously than those of commercial or market-oriented corpora.
interest in gaining information and vision and how it advances various other goods, especially democratic values as those described in the Fourth Estate role or check function of the press. Still, there is normally no reason to expect, nor has the Court ever suggested, that the speech rights of individuals and the media will differ in scope, at least in respect to the factual or visionary content that the press can disclose. Thus, for present purposes, I will equate the speech rights of individuals and media entities.

I put aside whether the First Amendment restricts the state's power to limit information-gathering activities. For example, does the First Amendment prevent the state from forbidding all information-gathering trespasses or more interestingly, forbidding an inquirer from asking specific people, maybe jurors, for information about their deliberations? Likewise, I put aside whether the First Amendment limits the government's ability to impose damages or punishment on people for the dissemination of information that was initially acquired illegally, either by the speaker or by others. Nor do I doubt that a person can often bag a远离 or give up these rights to speak, although sometimes such a bargain will be void as either an "unconstitutional condition" or an agreement contrary to public

---


"But see note 22, Justice Stewart's view that the press has greater speech discretion, supra note 22, a view never accepted by the Court, creates the absurd image of a person being liable for revealing, even to her breakfast companion, a newspaper story that the newspaper had a right to print.

I can think of no exception. Although copyright restricts the freedom of both individuals and the press to see or print what they want, the press constitutional role as a provider of information and vision may be adequately protected by a combination of an explicit fair use privilege and the idea/expression distinction. In combination, these guarantees a right to copy the idea or fact but not the actual words of a copyrighted item. In contrast, copyright should be unconstitutional under the First Amendment to the extent that it prevents an individual from expressing, benefiting by repeating, or distributing specific copyrighted expression. C. Jaffe, Baker, "First Amendment Limits on Copyright," Yonkers Law Review 53 (2002): 419-451.

"Rights other than speech rights may differ. The government may have power to legislate regarding media structure or ownership in order to make the media better serve its public functions without having an analogous power over individuals. C. Elain Baker, "Press Freedom: Content-Based Regulation of Persons and Presses," Supreme Court Review (1994): 97-128. And the First Amendment may be a source of defensive rights that protect the institutional integrity of press entities, such as a "reporter's privilege" not to disclose a secret source, again without analogy to any individual rights, Baker, Human Liberty, supra note 5, chap. 10.

"For skeptical conclusions, see Feinberg, supra, p. 302. C.S. 514 (yielding retraction or publication of information of public importance that was obtained through illegal means), Nebraska Press Ass'n v. Sisk, 427 U.S. 668 (1976) (Namier, J., et al, concerning libelous imputation against publication of information about the accused was improper no matter how stably the information was obtained, Espy v. Capitol City Publ'ns, Inc., 194 F.3d 503 (4th Cir. 1999) rejecting publication damages for offensive content obtained through illegal means).
policy. The "default position," however, is the right to observe, listen, and learn, and then to speak. The autonomy claim, which largely corresponds to Court decisions, is that law should not prevent a person or a media entity from disclosing at least lawfully obtained information, for example, the name of a juvenile defendant or of a rape victim. If this conclusion is accepted, then the gagging against which Warren and Brandeis inveighed would be a matter of protected First Amendment right.

V. Protection of Privacy

Unrestricted speech freedom does not leave informational privacy without protection. It only requires that the law not use a particular means—that is, abridge speech freedom—to protect privacy. The structure of this requirement is quite conventional in First Amendment contexts. The Court routinely holds that the government can pursue various goals, even the goal of effectively restricting what people or the press are able to communicate in order to preserve secrecy, confidentiality, or privacy, as long as the means do not involve restricting speech. Most obviously, the law may leave a person free to communicate whatever she knows but leave her unable to communicate certain information by denying her access to it. One permissible reason to deny her access is precisely to prevent her from being able to communicate certain information.

Thus, the Court would undoubtedly and unanimously hold that the state's interest in the confidentiality of preliminary investigations of judicial fitness justifies the state's nondisclosure (i.e., its preservation of the secrecy or privacy) of complaints about fitness, of the existence of an investigation, or of the information gathered therein. The state could reject requests by the public or the press for this information. The purpose of nondisclosure is to achieve state aims of informational privacy by disabling people from engaging in speech with particular content: what the press does not know, it cannot report. Nevertheless, in Landmark Communications v. Virginia (1978), the Court unanimously held that this kind of legitimate state interest in restricting this kind of speech does not justify a bar on publication of such information once acquired. If "strangers to the inquiry" obtain this information, the state interest in preventing speech on this subject, which justified nondisclosure rules, does not justify restricting the speech of those who now have knowledge. The same


is true in many contexts. The Court, for example, is clear that a state can choose not to disclose the name of a rape victim or a juvenile defendant in order to protect privacy. Still, in Smith v. Daily Mail Publishing Co. (1979) and Florida Star v. R. J. F. (1989), the Court rejected restrictions on the publication of information that the press had legally acquired.

Both the rules that the Court would presumably uphold (government non-disclosure) and the rules that it struck down in Lash, Daily Mail, and Daily Mail (prohibitions on communications) aim at restricting dissemination of the same information. Both sets of rules, if allowed and effective, would accomplish the same end: preventing communication. The most salient difference is that the permissible restrictions directly limit only access to a resource; namely, information, that is instrumentally useful to speakers and arguably to listeners (i.e., to their effective autonomy), while the impermissible restrictions explicitly limit a speaker’s choice to speak or publish (i.e., limit her formal autonomy). The state acts properly in having its information policies on instrumentalist, policy judgments about the value of privacy as compared to the value of information accessibility. The Court, however, blocks the execution of the state policy if the policy is carried out by means that violate formal autonomy. (Note that because both sets of rules serve the same state interest and thwart the exposure of the same information, the distinction between the rules is difficult—although maybe on rule-utilitarian grounds, possible—to explain on a marketplace-of-ideas theory of the First Amendment, which values speech instrumentally in terms of its contribution to the information available to people. In contrast, the difference is easily explained on grounds of respecting speakers’ autonomy.)

This example makes clear that privacy is not without statutory protection. Privacy may also gain a degree of constitutional status due to people’s episodic opportunities to be in nonpublic spaces. Consider, as I previously pointed out, the Fourth Amendment’s protection of the home and of private papers, and the Fifth Amendment’s protection in one special context of the right not to self-disclose. Other means exist to promote a world in which privacy is treated with greater regard. I share to some degree Warren’s and Brandeis’s tastes for more serious content in newspapers, although at dinner among colleagues, it is easy to see that even educated people (whether or not they are as aristocratic as Warren and Brandeis were) gossip, especially about academics who are not present.

Possibly the government should try to structure media industries so that they favor more “serious” content. However, the legal order’s

---

16Although the Court in Turner Broad. Sys., Inc. v. FCC, 522 U.S. 82 (1996), appeared to rule this purpose constitutionally impermissible, all Supreme Court’s prior cases involving structural regulation of the media suggest the opposite. See, e.g., "Turner Broadcasting," supra note 53.
respect for formal autonomy or, as more commonly stated, for freedom of speech as manifest in much existing constitutional doctrine, requires that protection of privacy not take the form of directly limiting speech.

The law can intervene to protect informational privacy at distinct junctures and in different ways. Most generally, the legal order can (1) restrict or regulate the initial alienation of private information; (2) restrict or regulate the gathering of information, most obviously by aiding a person in keeping information from originally being nonconsensually exposed; (3) prohibit further dissemination of information to which the subject objects; and (4) restrict or regulate particular uses (other than dissemination) of information that has been gathered. That is, the law can protect informational privacy by restricting the alienation, gathering, dissemination, and use of information. The first of these means, at least if applied to an individual’s speech about herself, violates her speech rights, although I will suggest a different conclusion in the context of market alienations. The third of these means, at least as applied to individual speakers or to the media, violates the free speech principles assumed here. Subsections A and B below explore the second and fourth means of protecting informational privacy.

A. Restrictions on gathering private information

Many restrictions on gathering information are uncontroversial. As noted previously, the Fourth and Fifth Amendments impose gathering restrictions at least on government actors. Conversely, the Sixth Amendment grants the accused a right to compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor; this information-gathering right potentially intrudes into informational privacy and has been extended by other discovery rules and provisions for compulsory process. One function of private property may be to protect a physical zone of privacy. Generally, protection of physical and mental “zones” of privacy is either constitutionally compelled or a permissible policy choice.

Protection of “private zones” does not mean that the government should have unrestricted authority to limit gathering information. Prohibitions on journalists or presumably on anyone else observing, “monitoring,” or even photographing a person when she appears in public realms should be (and probably are) impermissible, even though the observations necessarily expose information. In public places, people generally have a
First Amendment autonomy right not only to speak but also to listen and look, that is, to gather information. When engaged in advocacy, people generally have a right to try to obtain new audiences by leafletting or even approaching people in order to try to engage them in discussion, although continued pursuit of a targeted person who rejects such an approach eventually turns into legally proscribable harassment. The right to speak, however, presumably includes not just the right to advocate but also the right to question, that is, two slightly different premises protect information gathering. In public spaces, not only is gathering information by observation and passive listening generally permissible, but also gathering information can itself be a matter of speaking and then listening. Still, there may be circumstances that justify legal limits on information gathering even in public places or in willing information suppliers.

As noted, the Court has struck down applications of laws against publishing the name of juvenile defendants or rape victims, at least it has when the name has been "lawfully obtained." It would seem illogical for the state to be able to change the result simply by making receipt of the information unlawful. For example, could the state make it unlawful for a private person to obtain information by reading a newspaper even if the newspaper itself had no right to possess or publish the information? Likewise, for the newspaper, as long as it receives the information from a voluntary source or obtains it by interviewing people, a law making the receipt illegal would violate the First Amendment guarantee of freedom to listen.

Nevertheless, the Court has written its opinions in this area very narrowly. In troubling dicta, the Court in Florida Star, while protecting publication of the rape victim's name, left open the question of whether "the Constitution permitted a State to proscribe receipt of [that] information," and, if it did, whether it could then prohibit publication. Certainly, the government can forbid breaking and entering to get information. The Court's suggestion in Florida Star that the government can sometimes forbid "nonconsensual acquisition" of certain sensitive information leaves some ambiguity about the person whose consent is relevant. The most appropriate understanding surely is that the actual party from whom a person acquires the information must consent, for example, by speaking, or by handing over papers, or perhaps by the implied consent of appearing in a public place where observation will suffice to acquire the information. Alternatively, however, some read the Court's comment to mean that the acquisition is nonconsensual if obtained without consent from the person about whom the information refers. Still, it is difficult to believe that the government can restrict knowledge by requiring people to keep

---

13 Florida Star, 491 U.S. at 530.
their eyes shut, and their questioning mouths closed, and their ears clogged. At dinner in the evening, a person should be able to report to her companion what she has seen or heard during the day, at least unless she is bound to confidentiality due to a special relation of trust with the party from whom she obtained the information. The same should be true for journalists or gossip columnists. Possibly the best analysis is that information-gathering acts are themselves expressive or autonomy liberties, or press rights, protected by the First Amendment whenever they would not be illegal except for the content of the information obtained.

Two additional problematic questions concern illegally obtained information. First, no one doubts that a person is liable for any tort or crime committed while gathering information, but can she also be punished or have damages increased for communicating the information that she obtained illegally?38 Second, if a person obtains information knowing or having reason to know that someone else originally obtained it illegally, can she be prohibited from further dissemination?39 There are clear reasons to resist uniform yes or no answers. Liability directly punishes speech. Liability aims at choking potentially valuable information. The press regularly receives significant information from almost institutionalized systems of leaks or from disgruntled persons acting as whistle-blowers. Often, the press will have every reason to suspect that a source acted illegally in obtaining or passing on information. This certainly was the situation in the 1971 "Pentagon Papers" case,40 in which the Supreme Court dramatically rejected the government's request for an injunction against publication of excerpts from a classified report that verified many of the antivietnam war movement's criticisms of U.S. military activities in Vietnam. As this case also illustrates, society often benefits from and resoundingly approves dissemination of the first Amendment protected speech. In contrast to this, very few people would find it quite horrifying if the First Amendment protected continued dissemination of sexually explicit nude photos or personal diary entries obtained by illegal, nonconsensual entry into or spying on their bedrooms. It seems insufficient for minimal punishment or liability for trespass to be the only penalties for a person who invades another's privacy, takes explicit pictures or copies personal diary entries, and then either publishes the illegally obtained material or gives it to others to publish, just to fulfill a voyeursists' public's salacious interests in celebrities or even in random private individuals. However, when journalists were found to have trapped on the premises of a grocery store.

38 Cf. First Love v. Capital Cities/ABC, Inc., 144 F.4th 605 (6th Cir. 1996) rejecting, on First Amendment grounds, publication damages resulting from dissemination of illegally obtained information, with Unternehmen v. Time, Inc., 448 F.3d 345 (6th Cir. 2006) allowing damages for act to be enhanced due to publication.

39 Personell v. City of Columbus, 141 F.3d 201 (D.C. Cir. 1998) rejecting damages for publication where publisher did not know the illegal intrusion.

chain in 1992 and so have obtained pictures that, when broadcast on television, led to millions of dollars of damage to the chain, the Court of Appeals allowed only $2 in damages and the breach of a duty of loyalty, but nothing for the publication, even though surely the real harm of the intrusion was the loss due to exposure.\footnote{\textsuperscript{71}}

Lower courts have struggled without arriving at a uniform answer to either question raised in the previous paragraph. Recently in Berman v. Ypperi\footnote{\textsuperscript{72}} the Supreme Court found First Amendment protection for a newspaper that published information of "public concern," distinguishing such information from other private information, even though the paper knew or should have known that the information was illegally obtained in violation of the wiretap law by a third party unconnected with the newspaper. This resolution at first seems appealing: it protects dissemination in contexts like the "Pentagon Papers" case while generating no incentive (or mercy) for dissemination of illegally obtained information that is trivial for public discourse but central to an individual's privacy. However, my claim has been that the First Amendment should protect speech about anything, including "private" information that judges are unlikely to characterize as being about matters of public concern. When a person has information she wants to communicate, certainly when she has committed no crime, her speech should be protected.\footnote{\textsuperscript{73}}

Drawing on distinctions possibly important for copyright, a different analysis is possible. Arguably, copyright should be understood to violate the First Amendment if it prevents a person in a noncommercial context from saying whatever she likes, including the entire content of a copyrighted item. Such a restriction directly infringes the speaker's liberty, in particular, her freedom of speech, on the basis of content (Note, although closer to existing law in that it is being imagined, the analysis here does not purport to track existing case law but represents my attempt to show the constitutionally legitimate scope of copyright law.)\footnote{\textsuperscript{74}} Very few of the privacy fears expressed in the spying-on-our-bedrooms scenario described above would be seriously raised in relation to this speech; few noncommercial speakers will engage in breaking and entering designed to obtain salacious content appealing to voyeuristic interests; moreover, the fear of such an invasion primarily concerns the public (usually commercial) dissemination of whatever scandalous material is produced.

In contrast, copyright's goal of providing an incentive for valuable creative behavior properly protects people's expressive works from commercial appropriation without consent, while appropriately broad interpretations of two doctrines—"fair use" and the noncopyrightability of
facts and ideas', only of expression—prevails any real limitation on the instrumentally justified constitutional role of the press. Since the media has no autonomy interests and often no constitutional interest in the precise expressive formulation of its product, but only a constitutional interest in being able to provide the public with information or vision, copyright as limited by a broad interpretation of these two doctrines does not abridge the press's constitutionally protected role. The Court's distinction in Burstein relating to material of public concern is roughly analogous. Explicit photographic images and private diary language can provide the public with valuable perspectives on human alternatives, but it is unclear fast for this the media needs illegally obtained content. Either fictionalized or consensually obtained material would arguably suffice. Thus, prohibiting media reproduction of illegally obtained content that lacks "public concern" may be appropriate. The prohibition does not interfere with the constitutional role of the media but merely limits some commercial exploitation of its position. In fact, almost the same analysis may be implicit in lower court decisions concerning the application of "right of publicity" laws, which protect a person's interest in commercial use of his or her image, but which virtually always—and probably constitutionally must—exclude use for journalistic purposes. Although the press is free to increase its appeal by offering gossipy stories about celebrities, including revealing pictures, lower courts find that if a media report is knowingly false, then the account can be treated as not as journalism but as commercial exploitation. In constitutional terms, this distinction permits liability when a media entity is no longer performing its constitutionally protected role.

Additional questions arise about which both the law and normative theory seem unclear. Even if it is granted that people have an autonomy-based First Amendment right to gather information by either observing or listening to another person in public, does this right restrict the extent to which the state (1) can limit when space is considered "public" or (2) restrict use of technologically enhanced means of gathering information? My tentative answer to both questions is that existing law rightfully assumes that the state has such policymaking authority and that there is no persuasive First Amendment basis for objection.

77 The argument in the text would not seem confined to illegally obtained information. For instance, the state could argue that there is a rule in Texas of the name of a person who is the student most engaged in some deviant behavior is or is no longer a matter of public interest. See, for example, M. A. Johnson v. District of Columbia, 420 U.S. 252 (1977). The information may add to the journalistic or scholarly integrity of the reports as well as provide truthful information about individuals that other persons may want.

Note that the two questions are parallel. The normative premise behind the idea of a public space is not that all information should necessarily be public but that, when in a public space, people should have an anachronistic right to provide, gather, and receive information. There does not seem to be, however, any logical or natural way to determine in particular instances the borders of the public sphere in which this right of a flesh and blood person obtains. The informational-privacy-related reason to protect private property is to provide places beyond the prying eyes and listening ears to which a person is exposed in public. The law, though, could reduce protection of privacy by eliminating or limiting trespass laws to certain types of private property. Likewise, the law could increase protection even on public property by protecting people from eavesdroppers when it is a relatively secluded spot that provides a reasonable basis for assuming privacy.

Information that is only available to listeners or observers through technologically enhanced means should not be understood as inherently "in" a public space. Rather, allowing nonconsensual use of technology amounts to saying that the information it generates is effectively in a public space, while limiting the technology's use amounts to the opposite, treating the information as in a private sphere and the technology's use as trespassing. Both property rules and rules about technology use construct realities where people either are or are not protected from nonconsensual exposure. Both property and technologically enhanced observation could be regulated to protect privacy so that access only comes with permission, or could be left unrestricted so people are exposed. Just as the legal creation of both public space and private property is sociologically important, it seems likely that the law ought not automatically treat all the different technologies or different contexts of their use in the same way. Certainly, the value of privacy justifies treating some cases of technology as the equivalent of an invasion of a legally protected private sphere.

Telephone conversations are typically carried on cable or fiber optic lines that cross public space or on electromagnetic radio waves. Technology may allow a nonparticipant to hear (and record) conversations, although eavesdroppers are as unwelcome as if the conversation occurred in one's private home. Existing wiretap laws sensibly treat conversations floating across public spaces as private, even if an intruding listener is traveling on a public road and the participants in the conversation are in a public park using cell phones.

Note: The citation "Cf. Florida Publ. v. Florida, 448 So. 2d 911 (1984), Overl. v. Ramek, Case No. 42-162, Circuit Court, Dane County, August 25, 1992, 507 N.W.2d 815" appears to be incorrect, as there is no direct correlation between the texts provided and the citation.
Available technology allows a person receiving a call to identify the caller or, under readily available current technology, at least to identify the listed owner of the caller's phone. To protect the caller's privacy, could the government restrict the use of this "caller ID" technology, leaving it to the initiative of the caller to voluntarily disclose her identity? The general assumption emphasized above is that people cannot be restricted from using their eyes and ears to identify a person. Putting aside the policy merits of this assumption, the question now is, does this freedom apply when the observation only occurs through use of technology? My claim has been that neither the interest in privacy nor the right to gather information automatically determines the best answer. A person should not automatically be assumed to have appeared in public for observation because she uses a telephone. Rather, whether she has so appeared should depend on society's policy choices about borders.

Even before the recent commercialization of "caller ID" technology, the architecture of the existing phone system allowed telephone companies to identify the phone initiating a call in order to route the recipient's reply to the right phone and to direct the phone bill to the responsible party. That is, the technology required a caller to identify herself (or at least her phone) to the phone company and its record keepers. Any law that limits a phone company's freedom to further utilize or communicate these records amounts to declaring the phone call private, which would be like treating it as having occurred on Visually or aurally secluded private property controlled by the speakers, despite the caller having, in a sense "voluntarily" exposed herself to the phone company. The law protects privacy in the call by restricting the phone company's speech. At first glance, the restraint might seem analogous to, but even less permissible than, restraints on further communications of illegally obtained information. The cases are distinguishable for two reasons, however. First, the telephone company should not be treated as having First Amendment speech rights. Second, the law can be treated as, in effect, creating a mandatory confidentiality term to the contract between the phone user and the company. Likewise, the government should be able to protect privacy by declaring that disclosures functionally necessary for computer interactions are not to be treated as in a public space or as having been, in a constitutionally relevant sense, voluntarily exposed. Law professor Jerry Kang persuasively argues that the government should make the default rule be that the observer (the other computer or its owner) or the owner of the transmission system cannot plausibly "know" (make use of) the information except as needed to engage in the particular communicative interaction then occurring.25 How this conclusion is understood is important. This default rule could follow from a notion of property in personal information (for example, property maintained until purposefully aban-

25 Kang, supra note 58.
doned in a specific transaction). This property premise, however, strikes
too hard at the concept of a First Amendment "compass" where people
generally are free to observe and hear what they can and then to talk
about it. The better premise is to understand Kang's default position: as
having broiled technology's capacity to expand this experiential commons
or public sphere as subject to policy-based restrictions. The default
rule simply rejects treating disclosures that are technologically necessary
for a transaction-facilitating purpose as placing the technologically gen-
erated information into a public space.

Technology, of course, changes many things. Not only does technology
enhance the power to hear or observe, it also allows making a permanent
record of what is currently available to a person to see, hear, and repeat
or publish verbatim. Some states outlaw taping without the consent of all
speakers. Since my only point here is that protection of a broad speech
freedom, which includes the right to disseminate "private information"
about another, does not prevent appropriate legal regulation of the
information-gathering process, I leave aside the issue of whether this
regulation of technology should be permissible. Journalists have argued
to no avail that these laws stifle their reporting less accurate because they
must rely on memory and notes, and, even when their stories are accu-
rate, the laws leave the media much more vulnerable to defamation suits
because it is more difficult to prove the accuracy of their reports. Even
if regulating technologically enhanced means of invading privacy some-
times may be both desirable and not contrary to any notion of speaker/ob-
server autonomy, restrictions on taping seem much more problematic.
Still, a person may want to control when, or how, or even if she makes
particular information public. Maybe the rule is more legitimate if di-
xected against those who would force a person to be the unwitting or
wittingly unknowing instrument (through recording) of communication.

B. Uses and Misses of Information

Even though a party properly gathers or observes personal information
about another, the use of such information presents an additional issue.
An employer might freely observe another's race or sex but be forbidden
to use that information in her hiring decisions. Free speech issues arise
when the government regulates further communication of the informa-
tion. Still, although the contexts are similar and sometimes raise contri

of these (eds).
versal constitutional issues, restrictions on other uses are and should be permitted.

Consider cases where information initially was legally obtained but by means that were not themselves constitutionally protected, for example, it was not gathered within constitutionally protected conversation or through constitutionally protected observation in a public sphere. Under such circumstances, the source—the government or private party—may have imposed as a condition of access that the information only be used for particular purposes or that it not be used in particular ways. Often the government restricts the use of personnel files, sometimes just to the uses that justified gathering the information in the first place. It regularly provides certain government employees with personal or private information about other employees or about members of the public, but limits any further disclosure of the records apart from the purpose for which they were provided. The Court upheld a protective order, arguably a “prior restraint”, prohibiting publication of private information that the press obtained through use of the governmentally granted discovery power. On the other hand, sometimes a restriction on publication of or conversation about information obtained with government help or permission is held to be unconstitutional. Such restrictions are always potentially subject to attack as “unconstitutional conditions.”

In the late 1990s, lower courts invalidated a law that, though it made available names and addresses of donors to private parties for many purposes, including media exposure, denied the information to recipients who intended to use it to communicate directly or indirectly for a product or service. In <em>Los Angeles Police Department v. United Reporting Publishing Corp</em>. (1998), the Court reversed. Chief Justice William Rehnquist (near the middle of the chart) held that the law as a facially permissible restriction on access to information. He distinguished this limit on access from what would be an overbroad objectionable prohibition on speaking. Although he reached the right result, his reasoning should be very troubling. The permissibility of conditioning access should depend on both the context of the original receipt and the content of the restrictions.

---

19 <em>Cyberlaw</em> (United States, 1993) (Federal government can require former CIA employees not to disclose information obtained during employment without approval of agency).
21 <em>See <em>Seattle Times</em> v. <em>Times Mirror Co.</em> 467 U.S. 299 (1984),</em> (concurring). Analogous to the unconstitutional condition doctrine, restrictions imposed by employers on further use by employees or restrictions imposed by contact could be unconstitutional because contrary to public policy. A court could have ruled that to protect publication of the source’s name in Times Mirror Co. v. <em>Seattle Times Co.</em> 500 U.S. 603 (1991), or information provided by whistle-blowers on financial constitutional ground.
Such restraints should always be potentially vulnerable to an unconstitutional condition attack, which was precisely the point of Justices John Paul Stevens and Anthony Kennedy in their dissent. They would find the law unconstitutional for denying access to certain parties because of those parties’ use of the information for particular (commercial) speech purposes. (If such restrictions were imposed by a private party, a reasonable argument could be made that courts should deny enforcement of the agreement as “state action” that would violate the First Amendment or as unenforceable because “contrary to public policy.”) However, if commercial speech as well as other commercial practices either should not be constitutionally protected or, as under the current doctrinal regime, are more easily subject to limitation, then the dissent’s final conclusion should be rejected at least to the extent that the restricted uses of the information were all commercial.

In addition to regulating certain uses of “private” information (for example, for hiring decisions) and imposing appropriate conditions on governmentally supplied information, another basis for restricting use may be especially important: the government’s general authority to regulate businesses and commercial practices, including those of professionals. Securities laws illustrate that this power extends to regulating speech involved in this business. Disclosures are required—and sometimes prohibited. Insider use of information is forbidden. In the legal world, also, government regularly restricts speech and the use of information. Although sometimes cast as a disagreement over the propriety of regulating speech that is inconsistent with a defense attorney’s role, arguably the disagreement that ensued among the justices over the standard for regulating a defense attorney’s out-of-court speech was primarily over their differing visions of a defense attorney’s role. Lawyers, doctors, psychologists, and other professionals are often prohibited by malpractice rules or rules of professional ethics from engaging in role-inconsistent speech. Usually these rules restrict the dissemination of private information gathered from clients. The promise in these examples is that it is constitutionally permissible in commercial or professional interactions to legally restrict the use of personal information to the functions for which it was given, unless the person specifically and voluntarily grants per-
mission for broader use. More generally, I have argued elsewhere that a commitment to an autonomy or liberty-based theory of freedom of speech would not justify any protection for the speech of commercial entities (except the press).89 Though controversial, I will assume this conclusion here without repeating my arguments. Most advocates of speech rights for corporations do not reject my claim about the implications of an autonomy-based theory but instead base their claims on an alternative, usually a marketplace-of-ideas theory of speech, and emphasize the instrumental contribution of corporate speech in supplying people with information.90

If commercial entities can be limited in ways that would be impermissible to restrict noncommercial or media entities, determining what constitutes a media entity will sometimes be crucial in determining the permissibility of privacy regulations. One possibility is that First Amendment protection extends to any information provider, any entity that sells or has information (or opinion or art or music) as its product. This, however, seems too broad. Lawyers and doctors and accountants are largely information providers but are not likely candidates to be characterized as "the press." Alternatively, the protected entity could be one that offers nonindividualized communications as its product and makes this expression widely available to an interested public. The Investment Act of 1940 restricts who can engage in the investment-advice business, but exempts those who give advice by means of a bona fide publication of general and regular circulation. The Court majority in Love v. Securities and Exchange Commission (1988),92 found that this exemption covered a publisher of an investment-advice newsletter. Rejecting this statutory interpretation, Justice Byron White's concurrence found the defendant newspaper under the act but protected by the First Amendment. Both opinions are plausible on the facts. The interesting question is whether White's constitutional analysis could distinguish this newsletter publisher from nonmedia commercial actors, for example those selling more individualized investment advice. Justice White said that he did not "suggest that it would be unconstitutional to [apply the act's restrictions to] persons who, for compensation, offer personal investment advice to individual clients." He thereby implicitly accepted the distinction that I offered above: the permissibility of restricting dissemination by commercial entities but the impermissibility of restricting dissemination of the same information by the press (or, presumably, individuals acting noncommercially). Moreover, arguably even the press can be regulated when delivering advertising—speech that is paid for—

89 See, e.g., Baker, Human Liberty, supra note 1, chap. 4.
rather than providing its own information and opinion.30 In SEC v. Wall Street Publishing Institute (1988),31 the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals suggested that the government could require a paper to disclose the consideration (other than provision of free text) paid by the issuer of a security in exchange for the paper's publication of information about the security. Since the disclosure "carries an inherently pejorative connotation," the requirement should be seen as restricting the paper's freedom in disseminating paid-for speech, that is, advertising.32

The difficulty of deciding what counts as media may apply to (commercially accessible) databases. They are part of an information-supplying or communications industry. Should they either always or sometimes be treated as constitutionally protected media? Maybe not. In Dain v. Bradstreet v. Greenmoos Bulletin, Inc. (1985),33 the majority allowed punitive damages when a credit reporting business inaccurately (defamatorily) reported to a client that a major business in the community had filed for bankruptcy. The Court based its ruling on the speech not being a matter of public concern, thereby presumably taking personal information that is not a matter of public concern outside the constitutional protection of Gertz v. Robert Welch, Inc. (1974).34 Gertz had held that, as for defamatory information of public concern, the law could not provide punitive damages unless the speaker knew the information was false or recklessly disregarded the question of its truthfulness. Although the dissent in Greenmoos persuasively argued that speech about "economic matters... is an important part of our public discourse," the claim in this essay is that the majority's reasoning should be troubling even if the majority were right that a major local employer's bankruptcy was not a matter of public concern. Still, the outcome of the case may be right. The business of credit reporting is in many respects more like professions that are regulated than like the press. Just as an accountant sells tax advice, a credit reporting agency sells specific, individuated financial information to clients who seek the information to guide their commercial transactions.35 These features distinguish credit reporting from both individuals' noncommercial speech and media communications.36 If, but only if, my

---

31 831 F.2d 365 (D.C. Cir. 1988).
32 Despite this "commercial speech" explanation for the court's conclusion, the court's actual analysis was based on "government's broad power to regulate the securities industry." Court, however, the court was misguided to imply any broad, general governmental authority to regulate "individuals' noncommercial speech or media speech about the securities industry.
proposed ground for the decision were accepted, it would be permissible for a law to require a credit reporting agency to allow a person to review her file, to maintain a procedure for challenging inaccuracies, or to include in its report an indication that the person reported on disputes certain information contained therein—requirementsthat would mostly be unconstitutional if applied to newspapers.

Though Grennan could be understood to be about regulating a non-media business, a general power to regulate databases raises a somewhat different issue. Modern computer-based technology makes databases increasingly cheap to construct and easy to use. In finding a “personal privacy” interest in information that had previously been made public and was now stored in an FBI database containing rap sheets maintained on 24 million persons, the Court properly observed that “there is a vast difference between the public records that might be found after a diligent search of courthouse files, county archives, and local police stations throughout the country and a computerized summary located in a single clearinghouse of information.” But what follows for regulatory power? Consider, for example, four possible contexts: (1) laws generally restricting the conversion of certain types of properly obtained information into data collections; (2) laws regulating the maintenance of databases; (3) laws restricting creation of databases for certain (commercial) uses; and (4) laws restricting certain (commercial) uses of database information.

As to the first context, using computer technology at processing and organizing information about a person is in many respects parallel to using technology to gather information on her that would not otherwise be available to our eyes and ears. Arguably, both uses of technology should be equally subject to regulation. On maybe an even dumber analogy is tape recording. Even when a person has a constitutional right to hear and publish verbatim the contents of a speech, current doctrine permits a legal prohibition on recording it without the consent of the speaker, thereby preventing the listener from making the most accurate use of information that she rightfully possesses. In each of these cases, information about a person has been exposed, but the law would restrict technology that makes the information more usable. Nevertheless, it might be wise to resist these pro-regulatory conclusions. Not having a general right to precisely comprehend, or access information that one rightfully has (and then to communicate it) seems to contradict the freedom of the intellect that surely is part of the meaning of free speech. Could a newspaper be barred from keeping and using files of its past stories? If not, could it be prohibited from using computers to do so at a lower cost than before?

102 My thinking here was prompted by Cohen, supra note 8.
Can individuals, for example, sociologists or historians, be prohibited from engaging in such activities? If the answer to these questions is "no," although the issue is not beyond doubt, then general restrictions—for example, restrictions that apply not just to certain businesses or to certain uses but to all individuals and the press—an entering information into databases seem very questionable. Moreover, as to the second context, the same arguments apply to regulation of the maintenance of databases.

Regarding the third and fourth contexts—laws restricting creation or uses of databases for certain commercial purposes—the permissibility of such laws may well be the same as the permissibility of regulating other commercial practices. All commercial practices, including the creation and use of databases, are generally subject to regulation while non-commercial and media uses of information are properly protected unless a particular use (e.g., for criminal purposes) is independently outlawed.25

Certainly, commercial uses of information about a person's race or sex are subject to prohibition. Some versions of a right of publicity restrict unconsented use of a person's image, even when the image is itself the product. This use of a person's image is equivalent to the media providing the public with an expressive product that contains information or vision. Despite the questionable constitutionality of the right of publicity in this context, forbidding unconsented use of a person's image for advertising is more clearly constitutional.26 Restrictions on collecting information or using information in databases designed for commercial uses may be more likely and as permissible as, the second category of right of publicity claims: those restricting unconsented use of the person's image in advertising. The law cannot give person a general property right in her person, that is, in personal information, but it can give her such a right assertable against nonmedia commercial uses. If the restrictions described in the above paragraph are acceptable, then the implications are huge for greater protection of privacy. Those espousing privacy values often state them in sweeping, general terms as a purported right of a person to control (usually personal or private) information about herself. However, the issue is mostly inflamed by people's sense of being ever more subject to manipulation, harassment, or targeting (e.g., unwanted phone solicitations) by market entities (or by government). If gathering, assembling, and using private information for commercial purposes were limited, the major concerns of privacy advocates would be met. These rules could also dramatically reduce the incentives for construction of offending databases, thereby further reducing the threat to privacy.

25 But cf. the government's questionable conversion in United Reporting, supra note 85, that if the commercial use "independently deprives the data, the First Amendment protects its right to communicate it to others," 529 U.S. at 45 Stevens, J., dissenting.

26 All scope for a right of publicity is criticized in Michael Madoc, infra note 7a. My claim here is that the constitutional critique should only apply to nonadvertising appropriations of another person's image.
Regulation of market activities might even go a step further. General rules forbidding alteration of private information impermissibly restrict a person's speech about herself. I suggested, however, that the law could establish a default position that information exposed by engaging in digital communications could only be used for functionally necessary aspects of the particular interaction involved. Still, commercial entities may be in a powerful strategic position to obtain consent to unrestricted use of the information in exchange for something they offer, such as access to their Web site, individualized service, a lower price or free use, or whatever. Standard reasons to regulate market transactions—for example, unequal information, structures that create inappropriate amounts of power of one party over the other, negative impact on third parties—could possibly justify prohibitions on market alienation of private information. A person would be left free, though, to publish personal information or even to give it to a particular commercial entity, except not in exchange for some benefit.

Many privacy advocates will not be satisfied with the protections defended here. Nevertheless, much of the rise in popular concern about disappearing privacy apparently, and quite reasonably, relates to fears about the collection and manipulative use of information by corporate and governmental bodies. Basically, my claim is that most privacy-protection policies that relate to these threats, although possibly difficult to secure politically, do not conflict with First Amendment principles. The area of real conflict between free speech and privacy is much more limited. The abstract principle that requires respect for people is autonomous agents in control of their own speech choices dictates that, in this discrete context, privacy claims should lose. Sections VI and VII will argue that this result is pragmatically justified on the basis of plausibly, though inevitably inconclusive, consequentialist considerations. However, before taking up that issue, a final means of protecting privacy, which turns out to be fully consistent with the First Amendment, merits comment.

C. Strongest protection: Nonlegal norms

Probably the greatest protection of informational privacy comes through voluntary decisions not to disclose "private" information about another person or, possibly more often, to monitor closely when and to whom to make disclosures. These decisions are often quite rigidly determined by nonlegal social norms, such as the injunction not to "snitch." All communities value privacy, although to varying degrees and in relation to different information. Communities predictably develop different privacy-protecting social norms or practices that embody their judgments about privacy. Robert Post is surely correct about the necessity of "civility rules"
for the maintenance of communities, communities that are themselves necessary for autonomous individuals to develop.\textsuperscript{105}

The mistake would be to assume that these civility rules require legal or other formal enforcement mechanisms. As an empirical matter, I expect that reliance on social practice will maintain sufficient civility rules to fully meet Pott's concern with having an environment in which people can develop as (autonomous) individuals. In contrast, legal enforcement of civility rules that protect privacy against offending communications, as well as enforcement of most other civility rules relating to expression, may make communities more rigid, oppressive, and slow to adopt useful change.

Contrary to frequent communitarian characterizations of liberal theory, my claims on behalf of the First Amendment never assume that individuals are factually "anencumbered" or that effective or meaningful autonomy can be a context-free conception. Both legal and societal respect for formal autonomy and practical realization of meaningful autonomy are historical achievements, not abstract realities that provide an ahistorical basis for some mythical social contract.\textsuperscript{106} Rather, liberal theory's more modest claim is that appropriate respect for people's autonomy requires that individuals be left with the right to accept or at least to attempt to reject actual "encumbrances," that is, that they be left formally free to help to create or change their context by their choices. In this view, civility rules, though valuable as a category, in any particular case may be misguided or, at least, appropriately contestable. When these rules ought to be maintained, normally people's voluntary allegiance and informal enforcement will suffice. Change occurs when more and more individuals decide that the rules are wrong and act on their rebellious views. Behavioral votes are in a sense much more democratic and engaged than are the government's official decisions. Each person's behavioral vote contributes to the creation of the culture, the social rules. In many respects, this approach to civility rules is analogous to language. Both the existence of grammar and shared word meanings are necessary for social life. However, both are maintained—and changed—by a behavioral summing of people's speech choices.

The voluntariness of language rules does not mean that grammar and shared word meanings are not of major significance or a proper subject of government policy. Public education and, in a curiously different way, public support for the arts both, at times, exemplify such policies. (This


\textsuperscript{106} See Bank, "Berkeley on Speech," supra note 29.
fact is roughly analogous to the point of the two preceding subsections.) Information privacy can be a matter of policy embodied in legal rules even if not protected directly by law that prohibits offending speech choices. Civility rules—group choices—about what information should be private and private in what ways or to what extent, operate within a legal structure that protects against certain information-collection devices (e.g., secretly taping what happens in the bedroom) and that regulates various commercial uses of information.

These nonlegal norms protecting privacy can be both extraordinarily important and quite effective. They often protect secretive individuals, adding to their freedom. They both maintain and are maintained by group solidarity. Legal scholar Randall Kennedy describes how most African Americans know of other blacks who “pass.” Despite African Americans’ general disapproval of passing and despite their capacity to prevent it by exposure, social norms effectively prohibit exposure, especially exposure to whites. Even in a world in which “passers” could hardly expect the law to protect them against exposure, these social norms have provided considerable protection. Interestingly, speech freedom provided not only moral power that blacks could have used over other “passing” blacks, but also power to enforce the informal civility rule of noexposure. In the 1930s when an exclusive, “whites-only” restaurant hired blacks to identify passers who were attempting entry, presumably on the theory that it takes one to know one, Kennedy reports that “a negro-owned newspaper published the names of the lookouts.” In a sense, the newspaper revealed personal information about some people in order to enforce, and to punish them for violating, the civility rule against revealing certain personal information about others.

The account offered by communiques professor Larry Gross of the history, and debates over “outing” of gays makes the point even more powerfully. The rule against exposing another person’s homosexuality has incredible strength, especially among gay men and lesbians. “Outing” has long been considered as a possible political strategy. It was debated by what Gross described as the first homosexual emancipation movement, but the Scientific Humanitarian Committee, founded in Germany in 1897, quickly rejected the “frequently suggested path over corpses.”

118 Id. at 1172 (citing Sherrill Tucker Balch’s account). Cf. N.A.A.C.P.’s Clarendon Park Inc., 458 U.S. 84 (1982) (among constitutionally protected methods of exercising power, partners of same businesses applied pressure on black “sinthers” by reading aloud their names in church and by publishing their names in a local black newspaper).
119 This paragraph is based entirely on Gross, supra note 2.
120 Id. at 7. Corpses may lie with both alternatives. Gross notes the suggestion that lacked positive only modestly contributes to the severely disproportionate number of suicides among gay youth. Id. at 126.
The history of outing and especially the debate over outing in the 1980s and 1990s shows the extreme continuing power of the rule forbidding disclosure. Most mainstream gay and lesbian groups and leaders claim to reject outing in any circumstances, although some evidence indicates that most individual gay men and lesbians viewed "outing" as appropriate in specific circumstances, most commonly in cases where the outed person exercised considerable power and publicly and effectively used that power to harm gays and their causes. Some thought the social good that could be expected to result from outing justified its use in somewhat broader contexts, for example, in identifying major sports, entertainment, or business figures who were potential role models. Interestingly, these supporters of outing typically argued their case within the homosexual community and, even though legally free to speak and thereby advance the good as they saw it, they seldom violated the community consensus not to out. That is, although the rule was nonlegal and unwritten, the possibility to propose "amendments" or appeal existed within the large gay public sphere, and yet when unamended, the rule remained generally effective—with occasional and usually very limited occasions of "civil disobedience" by "radicals."

The lesson of this history of outing, as well as the history of passing, might be threshold. First, informational privacy can be extraordinarily important and valuable even when, as the example of passing illustrates, the legal order would happily condone disclosure. Second, especially among those who have the information and, thus, often the power, to violate informational privacy, social norms protecting privacy can be extraordinarily effective. Third, the existence of speech freedom allows for both participatory debate and practice that can challenge and change, or defend and maintain, these rules.

VI. Overvaluation of Privacy

My abstract thesis is that formal autonomy, or free speech rights, should operate as a side constraint on policy formulation, that is, it should act as a "trump." Speech rights should prevail even when they run roughshod...
over people's desire to keep information private. This thesis rejects giving people any property right in information about themselves that can be used to control the communicative choices of other individuals or the media.

Nevertheless, informational privacy is extraordinarily important to individuals and to communities. The information that should be kept private and the appropriate methods of guarding this privacy, however, are matters on which people and communities will differ. Societal self-definition involves creating particular types of communities, encouraging certain values and practices, and even supporting certain images of persons. In formulating privacy policies, all of these considerations, as well as concerns about efficiency and distribution, should have a role. Of course, the proper content and weight of these efficiency, justice, and self-definition concerns, even as goals, are contestable. Nevertheless, elsewhere I have argued that their appropriate elaboration would lead to considerable legal protection for the privacy of persons and much less protection for the privacy of instrumentally valued, institutional creations such as corporations (or governments). Informational privacy is a valuable resource. Control over information can be a major form of power. Since each person would be a beneficiary, a personal right of informational privacy would, distributionally, relatively egalitarian as compared to rights to material wealth that are often held very unequally. This egalitarian quality is a major plus in favor of a personal informational privacy right. But possibly most important is the contribution that privacy makes to meaningful autonomy, the capacity to lead a self-authored life. In contrast, these same concerns point the opposite way in respect to powerful institutions. An egalitarian or democratic social policy should be hesitant about unnecessarily increasing the power of already powerful institutions, including their ability to protect their own privacy, and their capacity to invade the privacy of individuals. Thus, Section V drew from the work of many privacy scholars, as well as constitutional precedent, to suggest a wide variety of ways in which the law should be able to protect personal informational privacy.

Now, I want to take a different tack. This section suggests that privacy, no matter how essential for people's flourishing, currently is at a danger of being seriously overselected, at least in many contexts. Thus, my claim here begins an inevitably incomplete pragmatic defense of the thesis that, when at stake, formal autonomy should "trump" privacy or, if the trumping conception is resisted, that formal autonomy justifies great caution before being compromised by pro-privacy policies.

Worren and Brandeis' encomiums for a right of informational privacy have resounded more in the court of public opinion than in the courts of

law. Currently, great popular support exists for a right to privacy from the snooping eyes of government, of the media, and of corporate marketers. Also, people commonly disapprove of, for somewhat different reasons, neighborhood or office "gossip." Although I certainly cannot prove it, I am inclined to believe that there has been a recent surge in the popular appeal of informational privacy.\textsuperscript{113} Not only is the informational privacy tort a twentieth century invention, but my impression is that in the twenty-some years since legal scholar Diane Zimmerman's "requiem" for the tort,\textsuperscript{114} it has found greater judicial backing.

Greater popularity may reflect the plausible view that the increase in commercial use of newly cheapened, individualized marketing strategies and mounting encroachments by government have put privacy in greater danger today than ever before. Resistance to the "disciplinary agencies" of government and the market is surely progressive and justified. Possibly the central factor in their greater power, as well as a prime generator of increased fears, is the incredible advances in computer and related digital technologies that dramatically reduce the cost of collecting information and, possibly more ominously, lower the cost of indexing, storing, and retrieving it.\textsuperscript{115} If this power is driving the public's concern with informational privacy, the concern embodies a value orientation very similar to that implicit in my emphasis on autonomy. To be the author of their own lives, people want to evade the intrusive eyes of those who can exercise power over them. Of course, as contrasted to the claims of formal autonomy for speech rights and for locating final authority for choice in the individual, this concern refers more to the practical level of making autonomy effective or meaningful. From this perspective, society should resist any retreat from the defense of informational privacy and reject, for example, the advice of right-wing demagogues who recommend giving up civil liberties, including rights of privacy, in an irrational reaction to the criminal acts of September 11, 2001. Protection of privacy can be a sign of a self-assured society. Sound arguments justify many policy responses to popular demands for privacy, except, in my view, those aimed at limiting individuals' speech freedom or at censoring (as opposed to restructuring) the media.

Nevertheless, another possible basis for the growing popularity of privacy rights may be a sign of cultural sickness. Troublingly, the high valuation of privacy may reflect increasing desires to withdraw from civil society and especially from the public sphere. This increasingly common preference for virtually complete withdrawal stands in dramatic contrast to the classic vision of a private realm as a necessary base to which a person periodically returns, but always with the hope and expectation of returning to the public world. My fear is that the current positive valu-

\textsuperscript{113} Zimmerman, "I Spy," supra note 81.

\textsuperscript{114} Zimmerman, "Requiem for a Heavyweight," supra note 62.

ution of privacy reflects a society in which all value is increasingly seen as located in private life. To an increasing extent, people seem to find all meaning in private interactions of family and ‘other personal associations or, even more disconcertingly, in a more purely commodity-oriented world of private consumption with value largely based on wealth and material goods.15 According to this account, the value-orientation of commercial advertisers has virtually won. My concern is not with people recognizing that privacy and private life have true worth, but with their loss of a sense of value in public life. The public sphere is increasingly devalued and disintegrated. Though this point requires more development, my claim is that as a normative matter, the classical vision of society and of public life is more appealing, and the newer vision of “withdrawal” represents a dangerous decline.

Withdrawal represents a direct threat to the First Amendment values of dissent and challenge to the status quo.16 Often people will not merely withdraw themselves, but will also seek to enforce withdrawal. They fear that an active public sphere would disrupt conventional norms and private life. Not everyone loves a parade if, for example, it is a civil-rights, antiwar, or non-Nazi march. In his useful study of gay politics, Larry Gross noted how protection of privacy has been central to the gay agenda. In the years immediately after the “liberal” WorldWaren Report in 1987,17 which recommended decriminalizing private homosexual behavior and the British adoption of this policy, what resulted was an increase in prosecutions for arguably public homosexual behavior as the govern-

15 I am not in a position to prove this characterization to those who do not see it. Still, declining levels of voting, the media’s reduced emphasis on policy-oriented or political news, the view that society’s problems are more a matter of charity or private action than public policy, a cynical view of politicians and public wrangle, the so-called “nothing-alike phenomenon, as well as interpretations of popular culture, are among the features of social life that I would examine for evidence. Rather, what I see as a way of government can be seen as disagreements about whether our legal value lies more in public or private expectations at moments and energies. A return to private life, if it exists, may be a uniformly global phenomenon or it may be that the United States is alone or at least in the vanguard, in which case comparable evidence would be informative. For example, the only report that appeared in the mainstream American media on the 2003 French parliamentary election emphasized the lack of policy differences of issues, other than how to respond to increased unemployment, between the two dominant parties, which produced a voter turnout of only 70 percent. Lattice Almanac, “French Center Parties Edge Two Social Democrats in Election,” New York Times, March 17, 2003, Life edition (The Week), sec. A, p. 2, col. 3. Only by giving beyond U.S. media, say, by viewing BBC online, could one discover that another French poll showed the Socialists’ evidence was an adequate opposition to President Bush’s military policy toward Iraq. A “French academic told me, however, that the real story was the dramatic loss of seats by the conservative party, which apparently fell from favor because of the unpopular war in terms of a tax cut, where both leading political parties picked up seats.


ment tried to enforce closeting. Gross explained that mainstream opinion was often most adamant about preserving the public prevalence of heterosexual norms. Conservative policy could tolerate the private practice of homosexuality, while focusing its attention on the suppression of any public expression of homosexuality.120 In an American example of the same phenomenon, the Houston Post, which apparently accepted the private homosexuality of its star minority columnist, nevertheless fired him when it became known that the paper had forced him to delete from his column a public disclosure of his homosexuality. Eventually, the paper retired him, but only after public protests by Houston’s Hispanic community and the local chapter of Queer Nation.121

As I previously noted, during the late 1980s and 1990s when “outing” was a central topic within the gay community, the matter of informational privacy almost inevitably came to the fore. Describing it as a right/left split, Gross noted two views of outing. First, many gay advocates argued that “the primary issue for the gay movement (perhaps the only issue) was the protection of the right of privacy.”122 Opposition to “outers” was shrill even among some very thoughtful, important gay advocates. Randy Shilts, for one, characterized outing as “lavender fascists who would force their ideology on everyone.”123 Others described outing as immoral, as McCarthyism, terrorism, cannibalism, or as equivalent to a “bunch of Jews lining up other Jews to go to a concentration camp.”124 On the second view, which Gross characterized as the more leftist of the two, the issue was seen as one of gay “right to create communities and their right to publicity” and its advocates argued that “[i]t is primarily our public existence, and not our right to privacy, which is under assault by the right.”

Gross observed that publicity played a key role in the process of societal change in attitudes toward heterosexual cohabitation. He concluded that there is “no way to move beyond [antigay] attitudes without accepting and acting on the presumption that homosexuality must be seen and treated the same as heterosexuality...[[i]] behave[s]... as... to act accordingly, and outing—as journalist and activist Gabriel Ascher-Loftis calls it, equalizing—is a means to this end.”125 Basically, this claim is that “[e]mphasizing [the right of privacy] plays right into our enemies’ hands. Private is... exactly what they want us to be... [w]e are... fighting less for the right to privacy than for the right not to have to be private.”

121 Gross, supra note 2, at 149-50.
122 Id. at 148.
123 Id. at 150.
124 Id. at 147.
125 Id. at 146.
126 Id. at 169-70.
127 Id. at 172 (quoting Benjamin Schutz, “Should We Rethink the Right to Privacy?” Advocate, February 1991).
Another illustration of the devaluing of public life can be found in a rarely commented upon aspect of libel law. A society that highly values public life and civic participation would presumably reward and encourage, not penalize and burden, participation in public life. Although such a society would maintain and respect a private sphere to which all people could repair for relief, provisions, contemplation, and amusement, it would hardly encourage a total retreat to a "purely" private life. People in public life share with people who shun public roles a legitimate interest in maintaining their reputations and in conducting their private lives free from prying eyes. Actually, the parallel is not exact. For a person in public life, the consequences of injury to her reputation among people whom she does not know, with whom she does not work, and whom she will probably never meet, are normally much more severe than is a similar injury for those who do not enter public life. Reputation among strangers is often a major asset, a virtual currency, for people in public life, but it is of little instrumental significance for a purely private person. To oversimplify, reputation is truly valuable for a private person only among her close companions, while for the public person it is also extraordinarily valuable among strangers. Media libel carries a greater risk of influencing the perceptions of a public figure in the minds of strangers than of friends. Strangers will have fewer or no first-hand alternative bases on which to evaluate the libel, fewer opportunities to hear the libeled person's defense, and often less incentive to inquire further. Thus, as compared to libel communicated to friends or even acquaintances, libel communicated to strangers are more likely to be determinative of their views. In other words, the legitimate interest in protection from media libel seems to be much greater in the case of people in public life.

Yet, existing defamation law reverses both my normative premises and my descriptive hypotheses. Rather than reward a person for becoming a public official or public figure by specially honoring her legitimate interests (e.g., in being spoken about truthfully), defamation law burdens such a person with greater legal vulnerability to libelous falsehoods. To recover, she must prove that the libel was made with knowledge of its falsity or reckless disregard of its falsity, while the private person must only prove fault (i.e., negligence). (For public figures, increased vulnerability, apparently, also applies in the context of intentional infliction of emotional distress through public ridicule.)

This result does not reflect merely the judgment that (hopefully truthful) information about public issues is especially important, and, thus, the First Amendment should be especially protective in this context. Private figures receive more legal protection than public figures from injurious

125 The Court has not ruled on the application of this test to private persons. However, in Hunter v. Magazine v. Falwell, 445 U.S. 46 (1980), while applying the Sullivan standard of "actual malice" to defamations of emotional distress, the Court emphasized that the case involved public figures.
speech even if the speech involves reporting on vitally important public issues. In Gertz, the Court reversed the normative principles that I suggested above and said "private individuals are ... more deserving of re-
cover," (emphasis added) apparently because private persons have made no attempt to assume "an influential role in ordering society." To this lack of involvement, the Court contrasted "[a]n individual who decides to seek governmental office," who, the Court says, "must accept certain necessary consequences." The fallacies in this argument are twofold. First, the consequence at issue, no protection from damaging falsehoods, is not "necessary"; rather, it results specifically from the Court's own doctrine that denies protection. The Court decided to impose the greater burden on, by denying protection to, the person who chose to participate actively in the public sphere. Second, desert should have cut the opposite way. Public participation should be valued and could have been re-
warded. Instead, the Court implicitly concluded that the state appropriately burdens this choice as become a public figure (believing that virtually all people who acquire this status do so voluntarily) by requiring that public figures give up much of their legal claim not to be subjected to reputational and emotional injuries. Essentially, the Court said that the state acts properly in rewarding people for avoiding the public sphere.

In discussions of informational privacy, 'private' refers to a character-
istic of the information. In contrast, defamation law introduces a somewhat different, dual conception of 'private'. First, it raises a question about whether the information at issue involved "matter of public im-
portance," a characteristic similar to that which feeds informational pri-
vacy analyses. However, courts usually wish to avoid the appearance of ideological regulation of the marketplace of ideas. Courts should be, and often have been, loath to say that any content that a newspaper decided to publish was not about a matter of public importance. Defamation law utilizes a second conception of 'privacy', and here courts are more active in interjecting their own judgments. Defamation law asks whether the person allegedly defamed is a public figure or a private person.

These two usages, privacy of the information and of the person, are connected in at least two ways. First, a person might want not to be a public figure precisely because she values control over her personal or private information, and she reasonably expects that it will be more dif-
ficult (even putting the law aside) to have this control if she becomes a public figure. A public figure loses her privacy both because the law protects it less and because people have a greater interest in knowing personal facts about her. Second, treatment of informational privacy as especially valuable may make for a culture that is more inclined to praise and reward private life, while the society that values and rewards active

[113] Hans v. Chicago & Great Western Ry., 152 U.S. 343 (1894), is a rare exception where the Court, despite the dissent's devastating critique, characterized the content as private.
participation in the public sphere, although not ignoring the value of informational privacy, is likely to rank fame higher and informational privacy lower in its list of values. In any event, a positive valuation of civic participation and public excellence provides a reason for caution about maintaining too great an emphasis on informational privacy, except, as noted in Section V, when that emphasis relates specifically to preventing manipulation and control by governmental or corporate entities.

VII. THE VALUE OF Gossip

The common practice most at war with informational privacy is gossip, though the notion of gossip may understate the area of my concern. Warren and Brandeis may be right about gossip being the activity of the idle,126 in that at least some researchers make idleness part of its definition.127 Other characteristics are relevant here. 'Gossip' is generally about a person and conducted behind that person's back. Personal information that a person would not want known is its usual content, which suggests why gossip and informational privacy clash.128 However, my focus in this essay is broader than the conventional understanding of the term 'gossip' indicates. The essay covers speech involving personal information even when it is used more overtly and more purposefully than is usually the case when we refer to 'gossip'. As noted earlier, the conception of formal autonomy as a trump—or a requirement of full protection for speech—would protect gossip. My claim here is that this protection is not an unfortunate aspect of our initial commitment to formal autonomy, so unfortunate as to plausibly justify a reconsideration of our original normative impulse favoring speech freedom. Quite the contrary, gossip is a valuable aspect of free speech.129

Even if gossip occurs most often when people are idle, so does the preponderance of most people's other conversations, including political discussions. Though Warren and Brandeis did have some legitimate complaints, their association of gossip with idleness probably represented an attempt to belittle the activity. Nevertheless, the productive work done by gossip is multifarious, important, and often political in significant ways. Gossip provides a major mechanism for teaching social norms, often helping to show the norms' real, as opposed to perceived, weight. Psycholo-

126 Warren and Brandeis, supra note 1, at 190.
127 John Sabini and Muriel Silver, Morality of Everyday Life (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1982), S1-42.
128 Nothing here turns on a more precise definition of gossip. Sabini and Silver devote most of a chapter to describing the concept, id., at 88-98. I should emphasize that nothing about gossip implies anything about whether it is or is not accurate, but the gossip that I defend here is only gossip that is not subject to the critique of being knowingly or recklessly false.
129 The section draws heavily on Sabini and Silver, supra note 128; Gluckman, supra note 5.
gists John Sabini and Maury Silver observe that gossip is almost surely the way by which most people would unpack the ambiguities implicit in an abstract ethical injunction such as “sex must be part of a meaningful relationship.” 136 Gossip is also a major device for enforcing group norms. It is a central means of social control. Max Gluckman, one of the leading anthropologists of the twentieth century, emphasized how gossip, which is virtually a duty of membership in small groups, plays a crucial role in maintaining the unity of a group and its norms, as well as in establishing and policing the borders of the group. 137 English professor Patricia Meyer Spacks adds that gossip not only is “a crucial means of self-expression, a crucial form of solidarity,” but also “provides a resource for the subordinated.” 138

This is a theme she frequently returns to. 139 Using fiction as her primary data on humanity, she finds that gossip not only “exemplifies the communal,” it performs a “reparative function for the socially deprived.” 140 Larry Gross, observing the use of gossip about celebrities in the “crafting of gay subcultural identity,” 141 indirectly relies on Spacks’ analysis of gossip as an alternative discourse through which those who are otherwise powerless can assign meanings and assume the power of representation... interpreting... materials from the dominant culture into shared private meanings.” 142 Relatedly, gossip is often a way of exercising power over dominant figures in one’s community, and sometimes a method of partially removing oneself from their power.

Formulating, debating, teaching, and changing the norms of social life may be the most important social function of gossip. Certainly, there is more to be said for gossip, even more than noting its apparently universal appeal, an appeal almost as universal as that of sex, which is often its subject. Gossip is an essential means of communication. “[Sex and gossip alike comprise modes of intimate communication,” both of which are widely available to the dispossessed and marginalized as well as to the powerful, are self-expressive, and are thereby “unpredictable and uncontrollable.” 143 Additionally, gossip’s democratic qualities should not be ignored. The ubiquity of the capacity to gossip and roughly equal distri-

---

136 Sabini and Silver, supra note 175, at 180–181.
137 Gluckman, supra note 2.
139 See, e.g., Spacks, supra note 138, at 46. She claims that “gossip gives voices to the dispossessed as well as the dominant.” Id. at 153.
140 Id. at 256.
141 Gross, supra note 2, at 125.
iation of this capacity make gossip an especially significant democratic tool of self-constitution. That is, not only is gossip possibly the most widely practiced method of participation in collective life, but it is also a relatively democratically distributed form of power to participate, and it is often used against people in positions of authority, sometimes bringing down or at least humbling them.

The essay places at center stage a conception of formal autonomy or liberty of choice that is often criticized as too individualistic. In contrast, democratic participation is praised as a form of liberty that is appropriately and overtly oriented toward the public. Some scholars who advance this critique contrast liberty of choice, "the liberty of the moderns," unfavorably with democratic participation, "the liberty of the ancients." The two are connected, however, in that both are about self-determination, which necessarily involves individual choices and participation in inherently collective choices. Gossip, like political speech, brings together the individual and the collective in another way. The capacity to gossip is an individual power, usually practiced outside the limelight of any official public sphere. It functions, however, to substantially involve the individual in the collective enterprise of norm creation, evaluation, and enforcement. These activities are fundamentally political. Arguably, much norm-ulative, norm-exploratory, or norm-enforcement gossip merits the label "political speech" even more directly than the campaign speech that is merely instrumental to the selection of office holders.

First Amendment scholar Thomas Emerson listed four functions or values of speech that justified constitutional protection. His third function emphasized political participation in decision-making by all members of society. But this significant aspect of speech freedom, Emerson argued, "extends beyond the political realm. It embraces the right to participate in the building of the whole culture..." This extension is surely right. People make their individual decisions within and are greatly influenced by their social context. This context includes legal rules, formal structures, and official enforcement mechanisms. However, a larger part of the social framework is created and maintained informally. People’s expressive choices can directly change this informal social realm; they can create new

\[\text{148 I have replied to this criticism when leveled against John Rawls in Böker, "Sandel on Rawls," supra note 29.}

\[\text{149 Benjamin Constant, "The Liberty of the Ancients Compared with That of the Moderns," (1936), in Immanuel Kant, ed. and trans., Political Writings (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), 309–20. The "liberty of the ancients" consisted in "active and constant participation in collective power." Id. at 318. My claim is that gossip has important similarities.}


\[\text{151} \]
behavioral standards and possibilities for action. Thus, the potential democratic contributions of both individuals' informal, apparently private speech and their behavioral choices provide an important reason, beyond respect for individuals' formal autonomy, for broad protection of expressive autonomy. New ideas and new norms frequently seem, especially to dominant groups, to be the height of irrationality when first expressed.\(^{146}\) Even these ideas and norms can only develop and gain appeal and plausibility when actually embedded in new practices, usually of some dissenting subgroup or avant-garde.\(^{147}\)

Beyond the observation that individual behavioral choices, including speech choices, create the social realm in which turn influences further individual choices, is the more "dialogic" question: How do people discuss and evaluate these choices? Possibly the most common and central means is gossip: "Sally did it; that's pretty bad! Or is it? She was faced with y. What do you think?" A negative verdict on the behavior may well sway (or punish) Sally and lead others to avoid (or hide) doing z. Alternatively, frequent gossip about y may result in the rejection or relaxation of the established social prohibition on z.

Thus, any proponent of protecting only or primarily political speech should have a hard time ruling out protection of gossip or other presentations of private information. In New York Times v. Sullivan (1964),\(^{148}\) the Court gave constitutional protection both to a newspaper and to various individuals whose advertisement purportedly defamed a public official. Sullivan might be limited to defamation of public officials if the decision were based solely on a right to criticize the government. There is a history that ties First Amendment freedom to the rejection of seditious libel, that is, libel of the government and its leaders. Legal scholar Harry Kalven, Jr., treated rejection of this offense as definitive of a free society. A rejection of seditious libel, he said, represents "the central meaning of the First Amendment."\(^{149}\) In contrast, the theory assumed in this essay suggests a broader scope to speech rights based on respect for individual autonomy. But a broader scope should also follow even within a narrow political-speech conception of free speech. A progression at least from public officials to public figures to matters of public concern as subjects of protected speech was clearly predictable even in a theory that emphasized only the democratic role of speech.\(^{150}\) No major modern First Amendment justification of speech freedom distinguishes speech about public officials.


\(^{147}\) Baker, Human Liberty, supra note 5, chap. 4.


from speech about other prominent or powerful people. This, thus, Justice Brennan quickly led the Court to apply the Sullivant standard to public figures. Even more obviously, the vital role public discourse that is essential to democracy could hardly have been limited to occasions when it concerned important people. Public discourse needs to consider all important matters. Thus, Justice Brennan, first bringing the Court with him in 1971 and then in dissent in 1974, extended the application of Sullivant's "actual malice" standard to matters of public importance. This extension might be the end of the formal progression. Under this regime, state law imposing strict liability for all defamation falsehoods about private matters would not be problematic. (Even the First Amendment absolutists, who only concurred in Sullivant and claimed that they would absolutely protect speech about public matters, seemed willing, to allow defamation judgments if the challenged speech was about matters sufficiently private.) In fact, this is one of two doctrinal areas (the other being government employment) that routinely distinguishes speech content that is or is not about matters of public concern. The argument here, however, is that gossip's discussion of so-called private persons and private matters is political in creating, maintaining, enforcing, critiquing, or changing the societal norms that regulate and guide people's behavior. As such, even under a political theory of the First Amendment, Sullivant ought to apply here. Of course, the formal autonomy theory does not concede that only political speech should receive full protection. For it, merely the enjoyment of and desire to engage in "great gossip," that is, to reveal private facts, suffices to justify protection.

Another way to get to protection of gossip is to ask: Who is to decide what matters are of public importance? For the government, of which the courts are one branch, to define public importance destines the potential public sphere—a point Rebert Post famously makes.

---

115 This may be a slight overstatement. Viner notes that the looking function of the First Amendment argues for the propriety of giving challenges in electoral contests a right to reply such as the one struck down in Maine Herald Publishing Co. v. Jamison, 481 U.S. 241 (1984), although he thought the looking function was not served by giving such a right to incumbents. Ibid., supra note 86. However, Kolven, who might have implied this view by suggesting that no right of sedition aloud is definitive of democracy, in fact saw the key in New York Times v. Sullivant in its adoption of Alexander MacKay's political speech theory of the First Amendment. See Kolven, supra note 152.


117 A possible explanation is that absolutists do not credit "lies" as speech under the First Amendment. Absolutists never suggest, for example, that perjury or false constitutive protected speech. If so, then they might protect lies about political matters as prophylactic reasons. For example, they might abrogate either state official or private evaluation of the intestimacy of falsehoods made during partisan debate. Falsehoods usually are knowing lies when made by the opposition but, when "we" make them, the falsity is always accidental and made in good faith. For this reason, absolutist might protect these, but only these, purportedly "knowing" falsehoods.

118 Post, Constitutional Divinity, supra note 105, 119-76.
in the media context, the predictable and arguably most acceptable an-
swer is that if a newspaper thinks a matter worth presenting to the
general public, and if the public willingly buys the newspapers, the matter must
be treated, at least constitutionally, as a matter of public importance.
Editors should be free to challenge existing orthodoxy within the com-
munity about what matters are properly exposed and discussed. Thus, in
rejecting the test of public disclosure of private facts Justice Hans
Linde argued that the "editorial judgment of what is "newsworthy" ... is not properly a community standard.... [Some editors] may believe
that the community should see or hear facts or ideas that the majority
finds uninteresting or offensive." 157
Justice Linde's point illustrates not only how judgments about news-
worthiness are controversial and ideological, but also how the capacity to
contradict those judgments is central to the capacity to use speech to
challenge the status quo. 2 point made more concretely in my earlier
discussions of "writing." In Linde's opinion, editors make the decision about "public importance" when they decide whether to include a story.
Of course, their occasional dissent from established conventions 159 will
likely be condemned as at best pandering and at worst evil, 160 but the fact
of their choice has the potential to change the social world. A debate
about the propriety but not the suppression or legal punishment of their
choice to challenge conventional norms is always appropriate.
Both informational privacy and the right to gossip can support mean-
ingful autonomy. Both privacy and the ability to expose are resources
or forms of power. Unlike material wealth, lawmaking power, or in-
struments of violence, the direct or "natural" connection to the person
of both privacy and the ability to expose it necessarily resides in their
comparatively equal distribution. Thus, those who are committed to a
democratic or egalitarian distribution of power and capabilities would
have reason to value legal recognition of both. This point, however,
does not explain why, in cases of conflict, the speech claim—the right
to gossipt should trump the interest in privacy. Note, however, that
absent (legal) coercion, people usually can choose, initially, not to dis-
close information about themselves. The priority of speech freedom
does not deprive people of this right. They and others can continue to
avoid (or limit) disclosure or, alternatively, can choose to speak. Re-

157 Ibid., n. 5; Fisher Broadcasting Co. Ltd v. SCS, 159 (1986).
158 Grimes v. Editorial." 57, at 5. Still, one wonders which
side was most convinced by "official journalism," norms that emphasize truth-telling and
the public's right to know. In 1980, Studelangelo Signerite observed that he printed a story
"about a closeted gay San Francisco woman friend as his lover ... is applauded," but "if you
wrote the truth you were denounced "lightweighting and effeminate." " Id. at 60 (quoting Signerite).
159 Kord, note 148; Shurtle, supra note 138.
spect for autonomy should be seen as requiring that the choice between these alternatives be left to the individual, which is a voluntarist method of determining what information will be made available to a public. Similarly, the political as well as the autonomy-based claim on behalf of speech is that speech is a power that people should have and be able to use to try to change the world. The debates and practices about “ outing” illustrate not that people will necessarily make the right choices—for what is “right” is inherently contestable—but that they will take their responsibilities in the exercise of this speech power seriously.

I would be remiss if I did not note the underside of gossip, although neither my comments here nor my earlier defense of gossip does either side justice. Gossip is often unfair in two ways and undesirable in a third. First, gossip is frequently inaccurate. Moreover, in contrast to falsehoods published in the media, these inaccuracies can be particularly hard for the unfairly treated person to discover and, thus, to refute. Nevertheless, the argument here only defends “true” gossip. Inaccurate gossip does not so much violate informational privacy as create a defamation type of injury. Application of Saliquiri’s actual malice standard to the inaccuracies in reports about a family’s response to being taken hostage (a so-called “false light” privacy case) follows easily from either an autonomy notion of individual speech freedom or a standard conception of the media’s speech rights.166

Second, even when true, gossip can be unfair. It can treat as important something about a person that should not, at least not now, be relevant for the person’s public persona or for most other evaluative purposes. Gossip can be a true report, but out of context. Most unfairly, even true gossip can provide a hard-to-challenge opportunity for prejudice to operate, or can stimulate or reinforce prejudices, often to the distinct disadvantage of members of vulnerable groups.

Third, gossip can unfairly divert attention from what should be important about a person or divert attention from society’s real problems. Is gossip the opiate of the masses? Personally, I find sensationalism, a part of the news at least since Roman times,165 hard to justify. A plausible characterization of most contemporary news content is that its focus on individuals and dramatic events detracts from vital and more complicated but less “sexy,” structural issues. Still, limiting individual or media speech on these grounds seems paternalistic. For reasons noted above, maybe people become clearer about what they consider important by being able to explore issues in ways made possible by gossip or by gossip’s media equivalent. Providing a more vivid impression of actual pri-

vate practices may itself be valuable and do more for increasing tolerance (and the perspicacity of critiques) than would the "closeting" of gossip. In the best of all worlds, maybe politics should be more about issues and less about personalities. But that is not our world, where most officeholders try to head toward whatever the latest public opinion poll indicates. If they exercise little independent judgment, then political candidates' personalities, integrity, competence, and honesty, which are the usual fruits of sensationalist news and gossip, may be the most significant matters about them for electoral purposes. The point is, there is room for multiple views of relevance and relevance for different purposes. Even people's guilty consumption of gossip and sensationalist news might make valuable social contributions.

Although much can be said—and too much was said—about the Bill Clinton/Monica Lewinsky affair, a common observation was that the drawn-out expose fascinated and engaged even many people who reported that the affair and the cover-up did not determine, possibly was not even relevant to, their view of whether President Clinton should have remained in office. I am hesitant about the observation that I shall next make, partly because I did not follow either scandal too closely. Still, I wonder about differences between the impact of revelations about Clinton's sexual activities and the earlier sexual harassment allegations leveled against Clarence Thomas at the time of his nomination to the Supreme Court. Arguably, discussion of allegations against Thomas helped put sexual harassment on the cultural map, a desirable result. Arguably, too, discussion of Clinton's escapades constituted an implicit debate about how society ought to react when a public official's personal life intersects with his public role, possibly a debate moving us closer to tolerance. If there were these positive effects, then privacy-invading gossip and media sensationalism may have led to a useful discursive evaluation of norms. Admittedly, I continue to believe that both educational practice and social norms should encourage more interest in substantive public policy issues, which elude like me consider central. And I think governmental media policy should encourage the development of media institutions with less sensationalist, more serious (as well as more interesting and culturally playful) foci. Still, the affirmative reasons favoring gossip suggest that these choices are appropriately both contestable and contestable. This context接种包括为：所有非新闻工作者，彻底的不道德披露的私人信息，

VII. Conclusion

Keeping at or some of the power to expose or to use private information out of the hands of the "disciplinary agencies" of government and
profit-oriented enterprises is often desirable. The press, however, must be exempted from this conclusion since it constitutes a crucial part of the public sphere. The propriety of legislative limitations on the power of government and market enterprises is similar to keeping from these institutions the power to be secretive. Limits on market entities’ use of private information and Privacy Acts limiting government have the same legitimacy as the Freedom of Information Act, open meeting laws, and modern demands for transparency. Government’s capacity to have easy, cheap, and not really consensual access to database information containing detailed personal profiles is leading us down a slippery slope at the end of which lies government decrees ordering people to wear an identifying spot. Before reaching that dire end, government intrusiveness contributes to the creation of a timorous, docile population that tries to avoid any behavior that might, say, tit the profile of a terrorist. Surely individual autonomy must receive some protection from both governmental and corporate infringements of informational privacy.

In contrast, sometimes privacy may need to be breached if social progress is to be achieved. As Randall Kennedy’s stories of “passing” and Larry Gross’s account of “outing” illustrate, both privacy and exposure are forms of power that can be used by members of marginalized groups to pursue their cultural, political, and personal goals. (Of course, both privacy and exposure are also used by dominant groups to help maintain their favored norms.) Gossip teaches and maintains, but also helps to change norms of social relations, as it serves to reinforce the identity and cohesion of the oppressed.

My normative claim has been that speech freedom, including freedom to expose any private information that a person knows, is an aspect of legal autonomy that government must respect if it is to remain legitimate in its pursuit of conditions that make meaningful autonomy possible. My pragmatic claim has been that society and, especially, its oppressed segments benefit by leaving speech choices—whether to choose privacy or exposure—largely free of legal limitation. Speech freedom is a relatively egalitarian power that people can and will claim and use.
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